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Consumptives Advised

KEYS

TO

Hollyhock

KINGDOM

Realizing that the southwest is
confronted with a grave problem
in the indigent consumptives who
are flocking to the state, attracted
by the large relative percentage of
cures made in this climate, the
health departments of the associated organizations of the state are
making every effort to discourage
from coming to the southwest those
who are without the resources to
effect a cure in the proper manner.
Neither are those advised to come
who have no possible chance of recovery.
'Experience has shown that while
isolated cases have been cured
while working or roughing it, a
large per centage of those who
have come to the southwest in the
past, under the necessity of working (or a livelihood, would have
been better off had they remained
at home where tbey could have had
the care and attention of friends
and relatives. While there can be
no question of the efficacy of this,
climate in the cure of tuberculosis,
one who must choose between a
poor climate with care and attention, woik in a good climate, without hesitation, elect the former.
The organized clubs of the state
are also sensible of the fact that
the indigent has demoralized labor
conditions. When placed in competition with healthy labor, he is
usually willing to work for a mere
pittance, and the employer has
been in no way the gainer, for the
reason that such labor is on an average less than 50 per cent eff-

40 Bushels

new departure in the eradica
tion of obnoxious plants and weeds
is discovered by Judge Remley of
this city which will augment the
extermination of weed and other

The Acre
The Shomburg Bros, of Miami
this week purchased a 6 foot John
Deere binder and 1000 pounds of
twine from the Lail Supply com
pany, with which to harvest their
large fields of grain on the Miami
tract. The boys have 300 acres of
oats which will average about 40
bushels to the acre. The oats were
given two irrigations during the
season and will be ready to cut
within a week or ten days.
Crop conditions on the tract are
exceedingly favorable this year and
the farmers are highly elated jver
the prospects for large yields of
grain, alfalfa and forage. Besides
growinir grain the farmers on this
tract are dairying extensively, a
vital factor in the upbuilding of a
farming community.

Cimarron

Colors Now

Turns

Spread

-

1

County Bridges

Former Editor Of

Improve Traffic

Canon In

icient.
In the publicity work that has
started it is pointed out that, while
the influx of consumptives to the
state is due to many writers who
have exploited the climate of the
With this week the Cimarron
southwest, tney have in many incompany completed the
Publishing
stances been too optimistic and
printing of a series of postal cards
raised false hopes in invalids whose
in five colors of Cimarron Canon
conditions are hopeless. While
views which are for sale at the
remarkable cures have been made
stores in this city. This series ol
here, thev have come to those who
post cards consist of eight views
have been financially able to secure
of the canon and will be filling a
for themselves the best of treatlong felt want. .Heretofore it baa
ment and care over a long period
been impossible to purchase colorof time.
ed post cards of the canon and this
aeries is but a fair start in printing
1
additional cards in the future.
Engin e T
To give the public an idea what
it means to execute colored post
cards, it is not out of the way to
Over When
state that each card must go
through a press costing f 1600 five
Rails
times to bring out the color effects.
Four distinct color plates are used
for each view, and tbey themselves
Last Wennesday afternoon as represent a large investment.
the C. & N- lumber train was reThis work at this time is not beturning from the mills at Bonito ing duplicated at any place in the
and Ring, the tender turned com- state and Denver is the nearest
pletely over, caused by the spread- city where color plate printing is
ing of rails on a soft road bed. attempted.
Engioeer
sustained a
Jeffries
These cards the acme of quality
sprained ankle in the accident, but will be for sale at all leading deal
beyond that no further damage vas ers in the county and along the
done. The train did not arrive un- 400 mile circle drive at two for five
til a day or two later and is now cents.
again running on schedule time,
hauling down timber from the hills
Superintendents Bristol and Myto be finished in the local mill.
ers of La Junta and Las Vegas respectively, were visitors in this
The News can do your printing city last Thursday, and incidentally they enjoyed good trout fishing.
ao that it is attractive.

lender

The killing of William Frazier
bv Jack Bidwell at Taos last week
came near being a double tragedy.
Tommy Holder, Jr., was standing
fjtearby when the two men fired at
plant pests and incidentally amel- each other and the bullet which
iorate the appearance of the town passed through the body of Frawith but little expense.
zier also hit the boy in the left
Judge Remley threw out holly" tide.
hock seed in his yard to experi i Frazier insisted that Bidwell
ment as to the feasibility of the
the cabin on the partnership
flower in killing obnoxious weeds property and permit an employe of
and plants. The result of this ex- Frazier to occupy it.
Frazier
periment has proven to be beyond brought along the emgloye and dereproach in doing away with un- manded possession which Bidwell
sightly and
disease spreading refused. Frazier said, "I'll see
weeds.
The growth' of this flower about that" and stepped to his wais much more rapid than weeds gon and got a revolver. Bidwell
and when once allowed to bloom entered the cabin for his gun, Fraspreads rapidly as the seeds are zier covering the door. Bidwell
carried in different directions by stepped out of a side door and fired
the fall winds. It does not winter before Frazier could swing his
kill from frost and is the first to gun.
grow in the spring.
The killing; it is said was the reIt would be advisable for the sult of a quarrel dating back sevtown board to expend a small sum eral months. It is claimed Frazier
for hollyhock seeds and plant it in gave Bidwell and A. C. Probert a
all parts of the towb, especially so two year power of attorney to sell
in the arroyas vhere the weeds are the mines in which the men were
rampant at this time, and in doing interested, each to get one third.
so, a dual purpose would be ac- The property was sold to a Boston
complished, the exterminating of outfit for 178,000. After the first
disease growing plants and the! payptfwtS xma made Frazier it is
beautifying of the city.
said declared he was "crazy" when
While the cutting of weeds is a be made the contract and wouldn't
.
... U
t
.1
potent factor, the growing of holly- ctarwl
WT II, nuciMI
IFUM R.
IUC UttVC WCQIjl
hock has also its charm and the into the district and supreme courts
satisfaction of doing a big job with which ruled against Frazier, holdlittle effort.
ing the tale valid.
va-Ca- te
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Demented In Swamp

The 32 foot concrete and steel
Fenton J. Spaulding, former ed
bridge over Crow Creek on the
itor of the Santa Fe Trail magaCimarron-Ratohighway was com- zine,
who disappeared Sunday evpleted last week, and for the first
ening from his borne in Albuquer
time since a year ago last June the que,
bunday evening, and who
traveling public can pass over was thought
to have committed
without fording the creel . The suicidd, was found in a swamp
at
new bridge is supposed to withIsleta in a demented condition by
stand the usual spring and summer the police. He suffered a nervous
freshets, being fortified with con- collape a few days ago and was adcrete abutments, a cement flooring vised by physicians
to take a com
and three toot concrete railing.
plete rest. He is receiving expert
The new concrete bridge across treatment.
the Van Brimmer was completed
the first of this week. It was constructed along the same lines as
Crocker Purchases
the Crow Creek bridge, having a
With the comple-.io34 foot span.
of these two bridges, traffic
Herd Of Yearlings
can be conducted along sale lines
and undoubtedly will increase as
To Be Fattened
road and weather conditions im-

At The Convention; Men of Repute
To Participate In Discussing the
Construction of Highways.
It is very likely that the annual
meeting of the good roads association at Santa Fe will be featured
by a display of modern road making machinery. President Francis
E. Lester of the state highway officials' association has requested
about twenty of the prominent
manufacturers of road making machinery to send exhibits to the annual meeting of his organization,
an event which takes place the second day of the meeting, and some
The Maxwell Irrigated 'Land Co. promising replies have been receivwas recently purchased by a new ed.
company, headed by lohn F. Vail
Those manufacturers who do not
of Pueblo.
The deal has been care to send exhibits are being
pending for several months, but urged to send representatives to
not until last Friday were the final discuss road building with
the
papers executed. Whether or not members of the association. As
a sweeping change is to be made this organization comprises all
the
in carrying the affairs of the com possible
buyers of road machinery
pany is not known.
in New Mexico it is likely that the
Mr. Vail and his associates are requests will be acceded
tor
successful business men and will
A number of prominent railroad
without doubt apply the same bus- officials will attend the coming
iness principles as did their prede meeting of the good roads associacessors in making the Maxwell tion, a hearty response having been
tract one of the most substantial received to invitations sent ont to
farming communities in the state. them a few days ago. It is yet
too
W. A. Matlock, for three years early for all the replies to be in
general manager of the company, but among those who have promisresigned that position last week ed to attend if nothing
uoforseen
and until definite arrangements are arises before the date of
the meetmade, C. B. Case will be manager, ing are C. H. Bristol, general suphe has been with the company for erintendent and Fred C. Fox, genfive years and knows its work tho eral manager, both of the
Santa
roughly.
Fe system.
Prominent officials of all the other systems having lines in New
Mexico have been asked to attend
the meeting.

New Firm

Buys Big

Irr. Project

No Friction

In G.

0.

P.

Where Should The

n

d

prove.

The Cima. ron and Raton road
has been almost impassable for
more than a year past and there it
abundant satisfaction felt since the
completion of tbeae important
structures on the Santa Fe Trail.

Busy Day For

Padre; Four Couples
Married; Christening
Sunday was a busy day for the
Padre of the Catholic church in
Cimarron. Four Mexican couples

Ranks Here

There is practically little or no
friction between the two factions of
the Republican party in Colfax
county is the report of politioal
leaders who have an eye opeu for
party harmony in the present campaign. Party harmony is the one
watchword and the policy of watchful waiting is being tenderly antic- pated by the leaders.
The chairman of the Republican
county central committee, E. C.
Crampton, will soon issue a call
for precinct caucuses to elect delegates for the county convention.
No one has been mentioned as yet
Geo. Crocker purchased a big to make the race from this precinct
herd of yearling steers from a cat- for the lower house to succeed Mr.
tle man near Las Vegas at a stipu- Martinez, democrat, and it is very
lated price of I33 a head. The doubtful whether any names will
cattle will be trailed to Ute Park be mentioned until the day of the
and the Moreno Valley the latter caucus.
part of this month and turned onto
Practically no interest is shown
the range where they will be fat- in politics in this section, but as
tened for fall delivery.
yet there are three months left in
Mr. Crocker went to Raton on which to arouse enthusiasm.
Wednesday to attend to business
matters with C. F. Remsberg who
departs toco for California follow- vices. The couples who were married reside in this vicinity and the
ing an attack of paralysis.
celebrations came to an end with
un gran baile at the hall in the ev
were benedicts at the marriage al- ening.
tar and a o umber of children were
Bring your printing to the News
christened during the morning ser- -

Bib Of An Overall
Be Worn, Question
Should the
alls be worn
rear, on the
side?
This

bib of the bib overin the front, in the
right side or the left
was the important
question discussed by Quentin
Roosevelt, son of Colonel Roosevelt with a storekeeper at Gallup,
where Quentin went to get his outfit for a bunting trip into western
New Mexico and Arizona.
He was
the guest of friends a few days
while laying in his supply of chuck
and ammunition for his trip.
Anong other things needed was
a pair of overalls. Despite his
distinguished father's attitude on
mollvcoodles and all that pertains
thereto, Quentin wanted a pair
with a bib. A spirited controversy
ensued as to where the bib should
be when you get the overalls on.
After it bad been clearly shown
that wearing the bib under the arm
would be bound to result in sidestepping on the part of the wearer
of the overalls; something which is
frowned upon in the Roosevelt
family, Quentin decided to wear
the bib in front. It is understood
that the objebt of the bib is to prevent spattering of gore on the shirt
front in band to hand combata
with mountain lions.

CIMARRON NEWS

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS. ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND PEARS OF MANKIND,

Wtrn Nawepaper

Union Meare Service.

hit
pri-

to
to

Cañaren.
Charlea W. Bryan, brother of President Wilson's secretary of state, In a
statement announced he will not be
a candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor of Nebraska.
An order for an election on the
question of statewide prohibition In
September was Issued by Gov. SJuart
asking the
A petition
of Virginia.
lection was signed by 69,926 voters.
Six persons were killed and nineteen injured In a collision between an
aiectrlc car and a freight train on the
Virginian railroad at Fairmont crossing, about three miles from Norfolk,
Va.
United

Slmone Planetta,
village of Carnet ata Cornello, Italy,
killed seven persons, presumably to
satisfy old grudges In tbe case ot
some of them. He took refuge In the
mountains.
The advance of Gen. Pascual Oros-cwith a command of northern Mex
ican mountaineers, estimated ai 1.S00,
was reported by Col. Gonzales, in temporary command of the constitution
allst garrison at Aguas Callentes.
Gen. Pascual Orozco, supported by
most of those men who were with htm
In his revolution against Madero in
1912. will lead the first organized rebellion against the new government,
according to advices which reached
Huerta's ramp at Puerto, Mexico.
A romantic courtship culminated in
the marriage of Prince Louie of Bourbon, cousin to the King of Spain, and
Mlas Beatrice Harrington, a pretty
inn girl.
The wedding was celebrated quietly In a London church
without the knowledge ot the royal
family of Spain.
The agent at Vera Cruz of the Mexi-IcNavigation Company, who operates a line of coasting steamers, received orders Sunday from Mexico
City to dispatch a ateamer Immedi
ately to Puerto, Mexico, to transport
Huerta and the members
of bis party to Jamalco.
i

o

Papers bearing on Wyoming oil
fields transactions, which Involve several compnnles and millions of dollars' worth of property, were seized by
the police of Paris, France, following
the departure for America of Pierre
Eugene de Caplane, a French promoter and Lanker, according to word
which reached Denver.
Judge Ixickwood Honore of Chicago
set aside the $20,000 verdict given to
Miss Georgia Jay by a Jury which
beard her breach of promise suit
agalnat Homer Rodeheaver, choirmaster for Billy Sunday. In his decision tbe judge said that the verdict
was out of all proportion to the financial situation of the parties.

ors.

Lincoln Beachey will attempt an
In Colorado
aeroplane
Oct 16, according to announcement
that he had contracted to fly In Grand
Junction.
The return to Paris of George
the French puciltBt who
gained the decision over "Gunboat
Smith at Ixmdon. took the form of a
great public demonstration.
Clarence Griffin oT San Francisco
at Cincinnati, won the clay court
championship tennis title from Elia
Fottrell, also of San Francisco, but It
was by the closest possible margin.
N. A. Hodge, one of the best known
referees in the West, formerly of Albuquerque, N. M., was named as the
WASHINGTON.
third man In the ring for the Dundee
Hayes fight, which takes place in
Mrs. Rosa Kenney Winston of WindJuarez July 26.
sor, ff. C, has Just received from SecFrancis Ouimet, natlonrl open golf
retary Daniels a ring which her father champion,
was successful In defense
ship
on
Constellation of his title of Massachusetts amateur
the historic
lost
at the close of the Civil War.
champion, defeating Raymond R. GorThe House committee on public ton of Braeburn, 6 and 4 in the
buildings and grounds agreed to rec
final match of tbe tournament at
ommend an Increase of $75 ,000 in the the Braeburn Country Club at Newton.
appropriation for tbe federal building
at Grand Junction, Colo. The appro. GENERAL.
priation will be 9176.000 Instead of
1100,000.
Antonio D. Vargas, representative
With Representative Seldomrldge In In the New Mexico State Legislature
the chair, and Representative Taylor from Rio Arriba county, was shot and
of Colorado leading the floor fight, killed by John Archuleta, a politician,
the House of Representatives devoted at 0)o Caliente.
a day to consideration of tbe bill to
John Pansner, a red flag follower,
extend tbe payments ou reclamation who was arrested for the shooting of
land to twenty years.
Thomas White, a member of the WestFigures taken from the reports of ern Federation of Miners, at Touapati,
railroads nod the Interstate Commerce Nev., In a labor disturbance, was re.
Commission show that increased effi- leased by Justice of the Peace
ciency In operation of railroads has
cut the wages of railroad workers in
No prayers are to be taught the
per cent since
the West thirty-onof the poet Henry
1890.
WadBWorth Lonsfellow, for the father,
President Wilson, through Sretary Edmund T. Dana, is to educate his
Bryan, has notified the Senate foreign son, Shaw Dana of Boston, according
on? committee he wishes to press to the philosophy of George Bernard
for ratification before adjournment of Shaw, the baby's namesake.
this session of Congress the new peace
A love piracy suit, In which a widow
treaties signed with twenty foreign seventy-twyears old and worth
powers.
000,000 Is accused of alienating the afhusband.
While President Bordas of the Do- fections of a
minican republic with his scanty army. was before the Supreme Court of New
Ih besieging the northern rebels at York. Mrs. Brownie Rathbone WeavPuerto Plata, his hold upon the capi- arson, sixty five has filed the suit.
tal, San Domingo City in the south, Is Mrs. Weaveraon declares that It la
weakening, and according to advices of only her husband, whom she has loved
years, that she wants
tie State Department, the southern for thirty-threInsurgents were already in a position back, but $250,000 Is the sum sought In
to dictate terms which may mean the recompense for the loss of her husabdication or night of Bordas.
band's affections.
Although there baa been no formal
Dr. William C. Rucker, assistant sur
agreement as yet between the oppos- goon general of the United States pubing factions in Mexico an armistice Is lic health service. In charge of the rat
practically in effect throughout the re- destruction campaign to prevent a
public.
Francisco Carbajal, Huerta's spread of bubonic plague in. New Orsuccessor as provisional president, has leans, offered a bounty of $6 each for
decided to have federal troops evacu- plague Infected rats. Of the 2,2.'10 roate all points where constitutionalist dents examined not one has been
farces are concentrated and avoid fur- four.d Infected, It was announced.
ther fighting.
William Fresar was shot and lav
tanlly killed by Jack Bldwell, at
The support of organised labor to
inaugurate the initiative and referen- twining, a mining camp near Taos, N.
dum in the state of Washington, was M.. as the rosult of a fight over a
pledged by the executive council of mining claim in which the men ware
partners.
the American Federation of Labor.
p
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tina State Press Asa n at
lea Juan County Fair at
County Fair at Farming- ton.
Oct
t. Dona Ana County Fair at
aw Cruces.
took and Products ex- tin--8tata Teachers'
Association at Albuquerque.
1

States government wireless
stations along tbe Pacific coast began
experimental work, which, it is expected, will contribute greatly to a
comrevolution In
munication.
On application of William P. Riley
if New York, the Kansas City A Memphis railroad, with headquarters at
Rogers, Ark., was placed In the handa
8PORT.
r recelrera.
Tbe road Is capitalised
at 16,000.000.
Standing of Wntrra I.eaanr In on.
Tbe wiping out of the last remnants
won. uomi. rev
.591
62
of Chicago's old segregated district
I
Denver
37
.584
52
City
Sioux
was promised as the result of the pis- Bt. Joseph
.671
51
is
47
42
.618
tol battle there in which one detective Lincoln
.606
46
46
Des Moines
was killed and two policemen and two Omaha
46
41
.477
66
.196
16
citizens shot.
Wichita
161
6
11
Topeka
A report reached Detroit that the
Rev. Louis R. Patmont, local option
be
will
meeting
The Anaconda race
campaigner, who has been missing five held from Aug. 14 to Aug. 29:
weeks, had been found at Rib Lake,
of
the
The Portland franchise
In Taylor county, Wis. The informaLeague wbb transferred
tion cansa from the Rev. C. L. Milton, Northwestern
a.
pastor oT the First Church of Christ, to Ballard, a suburb of Seattle, at
directleague
meeting
special
the
of
Milwaukee.
c

of Science and Ed
nocratlc State Convention
nihil can Btate Convention

untitle

peasant of the

Homegrown cantaloupes are on the
Itoswell market.
The addition to the court house at
Carlsbad ts about completed.
A baby contest will be held at the
Albuquerque fair in October.
The D. A R. O. lias completed Its
new stock yards at Karmington.
The Quay county commissioners
have voted S50U toward a county fair
this fall.
Raton has three aspirants who
would willingly serve New Mexico In
Congress.
W. C. Silsby, this Burro Mountain
goat.i
Angora rancher, had thirty-twkilled by lightning.
In Mora county, east of Wagon
Mound, I' J. Robinson has a field or
rye six feet high.
Socorro has let a contract for a new
rounty high school building and work
will commence at once.
President Wilson will bo Invited to
attend the completion of tho Elephant
Butte dam early next year.
Twenty-fivcents a pound Is the figure offered by the civic committee of
the Portales Women's Club for flies.
Governor McDonald has appointed
I. J. Bristow of Tucumcari to the position of mounted police without pay.
New Mexico Is supplying a great
number of pure bred cattle for the
Indians In various parts of the west.
The Carlsbad Oil and Gas Company
is down 2,200 feet with Its well, and
the Southern Petroleum Company is
over 800 feot.
home of C. D. Smith
The
of Roswell was almost entirely destroyed hy a fire, the loss being upwards or 11,000.
Two valuable horses belonging to
Attorney W. A. Sutherland died at
Lea Cruces rrom some unexplained
cr.use. Various causes have been assigned, but none of them has been verified.
In a fight between Mexican horse
thieves and deputy sh 'riffs which occurred seven miles west of Tyrone,
one Mexican was shot and killed by
Deputy Sherifr Ira Stockman or Tyrone.
Luna county Is tbe richest of all the
counties, per capita, in the state, hav
ing $2.500 for each Inhabitant, with
an assessment roll of $9,359,491, only
four counties having a larger assesso

five-roo-

ment.
Road Commissioner Baldwin has
steel
finished the new
bridge over Crow creek on the Cimarron rosd near Raton, which was totally destroyed by the high waters
last year.
Hon. A. A. Jones, of New Mexico,
assistant secretary of the Interior,
will be the principal speaker at the
sessions ot the National Irrigation
Congress to he held at Calgary, Alberta.
Governor McDonald-- has appointed
the rollowing notaries public: Charle
Rosenthal, East Las Vegas; Ann ata
clo Medina, Wagon Mound; H. B. Holt,
Las Cruces, Bruce M. Barnard, Ship
rock, San Juan county.
It is reported i rain Los Angeles that
i.eitie Ragan, who arrived there rrom
Tucumcari recently, shot and killed
his wife's stepfather, Charles D. Dlvel-bliSand then turned the instrument,
of death on himself after kissing his
thirty-two-fo-

wife.

The death of Horace Harmon i.ut
ton, associate justice of the United
States Supreme Court may result In
making A. A. Jones, of Las Vegas, secretary of the interior In President
cabinet, a justice of tbe Supreme
Court.
The New Mexico Board of Commls
sioners for the San Diego exposition
has received a check for $1,000 rrom
the county commissioners or Chaves
county, their first installment of tbe
W1I-son'-

appropriated by that county as
Its share of the expense of the New
Mexico exhibit at the exposition.
Tbe deadly oil stove got In Its work
at tbe home of Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Martens just north of Oscuro, the entire home and all Its contents, in
cluding $350 in paper currency obtained a tew days previous tor making
proof on tho claim, being destroyed
while Mr. and Mrs. Martens stoutl
helpless to stay the flsmes.
Ou the ranch of Miss Clara True,
near Española, In a layer of tufa was
discovered a human skeleton and one
The hones had be
of a mastodon.
come slllclfled and owing to the contiguity of the bones and their position, present an interesting study.
There were no bidders at Santa Fé
when the New Mexico Central rail
way was put up for sale at public auc
tlon at the county court house by Spe
clal Master Lorln C. Collins, and It
was decided by tbe special master to
adjourn the tale until p. m., Thurs$2,000

day. Sept. 10.
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text of
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WORTH
elec- -
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the

Joint
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ure of
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read as follows:
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Temellnn nnl Revel
Section 1. Taxes levied upon tang-Iproportion to
Ible property shall be
taxes shall be
the value thereof, and
equal and uniform upon subjects ot
taxation of the same class
Section 1. Taxos lev led upon real or
personal property for state revenue
shall not exceed foul mills annuallyon eacli dollar of the assessed valuatton thereof except I or the support
of the educational p
table Institutions of th
ot the state debt and
on; and the tote! annl
levy
on such property for a
tor th
exclusive of necessary
ten mills.
state debt shall not a
Section 1. The propcrt
of the
Ulmén Male, the state and all
ties, towns, cities and s
'ei other municipal
public libraries, comtt
and all laterals there.
n

rourt-district- s.

corporate profit, and all bonds of the
State of New Mexico, and of the counties, municipalities and districts thereof shall be exempt from taxation.
Section 4. Any public officer making
any profit out of public
monies or
using the same for any purpose not authorised by law, shall be kuIIIv of a
felony, .ml shall be disqualified to
hold public office.
All public monies
not Invested In Interest bearing securities shall be deposited In National
banks In this state or In banks or
trust companies incorporated
under
the laws of the state and the Interest
derived 'herefrom shall be applied In
the manner prescribed by law.
Section 6. The Legislature may exempt from taxation property of each
head of a family to the amount of two
hundred dollars.
Section 6. Lands held In large tracts
shall not be assessed for taxation of
any lower value per acre then (than)
lends of the same character or quality
ond similarly situated, held In smaller tracts. The .plowing- of land shall
not be considered as adding value
thereto for the purpose of taxation.
Section 7. No execution shall issue
upon any Judgmen rendered against
the board of county commissioners of
any county, or against any Incorporated city, town or village, school district or board of education, upon any
judgment recovered otralnst him in his
official capacity and for which the
county. Incorporated city, town or village, school district or hoard of education, Is liable, but the same shall
be paid out of the proceeds of a fax
levy as other liabilities of counties,
incorporated cities, towns or villages,
school districts or boards of education, and when so collected shall be
paid by the county treasurer to the
-

Judgment creditor.
PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT OK
SECTION TWO OF ARTICLE TEN
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
STATE OF NE WMEXICO.
S. Sub. S. 3. R. No. 10; Filed March
15. 1918.
Be It resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
That Section Two of Article Ten of
the Constitution of the State of New
Mexico, be amended so as to read as
follows:
ARTICLE!

All
Section
be elected for a
and after having
tive terms, shall
any county office
1-

county

X.

officers shall

term of two years,
served two consecube ineligible to hold
for two yearsHhere-afte- r.

AN AMENDMENT OF
PROI'OSINO
SECTION ONE ARTICLE FIVE OF
THE
OF
CONSTITUTION
THE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
1
fl J
No IS: Filed March 17. 1611
Be it Resolved by the Legislature of
in.State f New Mexico:
That Section One of Article Five of
the Constitution of tin- State of New
Mexico, be amended so as to read as
'
follows:
ARTICE.

IC

V.

depart
Section 1. The executive
ment shall conslHt of a governor, lieu
state,
secretary
governor,
of
tenant
state auditor, state treasurer, attorney
ireneral. aunrr titelnleltt of public In
or of)
at ruction and commissioner
lands, who shall be elected for
nubile
Ih,- hetrinning on the
of two
first day of January next after their
election.
Such officers ' shall, after having
i.ervei1 two consecutive terms, he In
eligible to hold any state office for
.
two years thereafter.
de
The officers of the executive gov
partment except the lieutenant
ernor. shall, during their terms of of
flee, reild ami keep the public rec
ords, books, papers and seals of of
flee at the seat of government.
lei-n-

,

Bsttsr Babies Exhibit a Fair Feature.
Albuquerque. A bank account-r- eal
money, and growing larger every
day as contributions come in, Is to
be the grand prize in the State Fair
baby Bhow at Albuuuorque In October.
It really Is to be a contest In eugenics
open to New Mexico mothers, and at
the rate it Is growing the bank ac
count and many Of the lesser prlxes
will be well worth winning. The
money Is to be placed In tbe reliable
bank offering the biggest cash prem
lum for the deposit, there to remain
to the credit of the winning baby un
til said infant has grown to high
school years; and drawing four per
l
cent interest compounded
ly. Mothers of Infants under three
years should write to Manager Tom
Blnkert, at Albuquerque, for a copy of
the state fair premium book telling
all about tbe baby show classes and
conditions.
semi-ar.ua-
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Text of Amendments to State Constitution to Be Voted on This Fall.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

Gal-Ur-

WESTERN.
Dr. E. B. Cooley has announced
candidacy before tbe Republican
marle of llllnola In oppoaltlon
Uncle Joe Cannon for nominal Inn

STATE NEWS

Right
constitutionalist!
hundred
landed at Rosarlo, near La Pas,
California.
General Victoriano Huerta arrived
at Puerto, Max , Friday night. Ha was
accompanied by General Blanquet, his
minister of war.
The Impression prevails at Torreón
that constitutionalist troops will not
enter Mexico City without representa
Hon of the Division of the North, commanded by Gen. Villa.
A militant suffragette slashed with
a butcher's cleaver tbe portrait of
Thomas Carlyle, the Scottish bistort
an. painted by Sir John Mlllals and
hanging in the National Portrait
a

U. P. Wins ISO, 000,'

TO VOTE OM AMENDMENTS.

FOREIGN.

iety to
action,

Noted for Years fo
Its High Grada Ore. Shows Riches
Far from Exhausted.

Langston Mine,

te dlvt-i- d
The Judgment
with
slon was unsni
a rllrec
costs. Oh Jat
lured an
tors or the Unl
extra dividend
ncrther rich
ported from
strike of gold
Kentucky Elk Father of Thirteen.
ses to be a
Finos Altos whl
Denver. Ben Marshall, who was
by
recently
among tne delegates rrom rventucay,
produced for representing Frankfort, Ky., lodge. No.
100 worth of 5S0 or Elks, In place or former Secrehe
something
high grade ore. The
sent strik tary of State H. V. MeChesney, who,
one of the at tbe last moment, found It Impossids Altos dis ble to attend.
Marshall, who Is tho
trict, on ground adjoining that from
sently appointed collector of Inter-- I
big
which Bell A Wright took their
revenue for the Seventh district
values. A little of the good stufr was wltn neaoritiarters at Islington, is a
encountered Friday afternoon cn typical Ken tuck tan, standing over six
during the work on Saturday a sack of feet In height, fla proudly tells of
ore was taken out that will be worth, bis family of thirteen children, alt
at a conservative eetlmate, $100.000, living. He also has two married sisper ton. Since that time more of this ters, each of whom Is the mother of
high grade has been found and since thirteen children, and a brother who
it occurs In bunches rather than In a has fourteen children.
thin stringer, as was the case on the
Fatality List Decreases.
It looks as
Bell A Wright ground,
Washington. A total decrease of
though the main core of the streak
175 persons killed and 547 Injured In
was yet to be reached.
all classes of railroad accidents was
The strike was made on the
ston property, which Is owned by the shown in the accident bulletin Issued
hy tbe Interstate Commerce CommisA O. Mining and Milling Company.
When Bell A Wright ran Into the sion for the quarter, ended Decemhigh grade gold oro last fall it was ber 31, 1913, as compared with the
near the side of their property which corresponding qusrter of 1912. Tbe
adjoined the Langston and. In fact, report shows 1,450 collisions and 2.
they were working so close to the line 307 derailments for the quarter, with
that a law suit was imminent for a property damage ot $3,090,330.
time to decide on whose ground tho
rich ore wss found. Mr. Ogleeby at WORST HORSE IN THE WORLD.
that time started to sink a shaft
across tbe line on the Langston. He Prlxes Offered at Cheyenne Frontier
has been getting out good paying ore
Days' Celebration.
for most of the distance of 270 feet
Cheyenne, Wyo. The worst horso
which he has sunk. Reaching about
the level of the other strikes he com in the world will be Identified during
menced to tunnel back into the claim tbe Frontier days celebration which la
and It was at a distance of torty feet to be held In this city, August 18th,
rrom the property line that the pres 19th, 20th and 21st. Heretofore, at
ent strike was made.
preceding Frontier days and other
western celebrations, prizes have been
Wife.
Wounding
8ulcldes After
offered for the "worst horse," but at
Taos. Antonio Santlstevan Is dead the somlng cowboy carnival at Cheyby his own hand and his widow is
will be conducted the first
Barreling rrom a flesh wound In the enne there
contest exclusively for
Insane
of
an
shoulder as the result
outbreak by the young man only bad horses. In this the determination
twenty-threyears old following a ot relative degrees of equine cussed-nes- s
will not be a side Issue In a
prolonged period of sheepherdlng In
Colorado which It is believed helped rough riding contest, but will be the
of a contest designated
to unbalance a mind with a hereditary
identify
worst horse in tho
tbe
to
oc
tragedy
Insanity.
The
taint of
curred at the Ortega residence oppo world and for no other end.
site the Kit Carson home. Santiste
Only in the West does value at
van, whose wife had left him because tach to a bad horse, elsewhere such
of his cruelty and frequent threats or an animal la worse than valueless.
killing, came up on the woman from But In the West the land of tha
Into her broncho and those dauntless riders
behind, Tired a
body and then fired a second bullet who subjugate the outlaw strain In
Into his own brain, dying Instantly.
the
the broncho's temperament
worse a horse's disposition the higher
i

lssue-ln-chl-

Sunday Is Sunday in Roswell.
Roswell. Sunday is Sunday in Ros
well, and there are no two ways about
It. This was demonstrated to the satisfaction of all when Justice of the
Peace James S. Kirby compelled a
force of men working for the Mountain
States Telephone Company to cease
their secular labors of setting poles
on the Day of Rest.

his value.

Exhibit of Road Machinery.
Santa Fé. Makers or road machinery may hold an Important exhibit
here during the good roads meeting
July 30 to Aug. 1. if plans now being
formed by President Francis E. Lester of the New Mexico State Association or Highway Officials are carried
through successfully.
Elfego Gives Bond.
Albuquerque. --rElf ego Baca, candidate for Congress, was bound over to
wait the action of the grand Jury upou
the charge of criminal libel at Los
Lunas, Valencia county. He furnished
$1,000 bond.

Barn Filled With Hay Burned.
During an electric storm
lightning hit the large hay barn belonging to J. N. Upton at Spalding.
The barn and contents were a complete loss. Contents consisted of $1,000 worth of hay, W. L. McCaakey's
new wagon and a rew other farm Im
pi emeu is. Lightning killed two rine
cows belonging to T. K. Yates. There
was no insurance.
Demlng.

Bad buckers here attain fame that
spreads through many states and
outlaws" which defy continuously
and successfully all efforts to break
their spirit are property of great value. Noted riders will travel hundreds
ot miles to try conclusions wltl' such
horses as Stemler Bay, Old steamboat. Senator Warren, Rocking Chair,
and others of their kind; thousands
of dollars hare been wagered on con
tests between such animals and cowboys who believe they possess the
skill and strength to break them.
In the "worst horse" contest.
owners of outlaw bronchos will enter
their animals and provide riders for
them. The cowboys doing the tiding
will be required to observe the same
rules as govern the championship
broncho busting contest, but Judging
will not be of the merits of the rider,
but of the strength, cuaning ana
wickedness of the horses. Inasmuch
as It Is expected that the worst horse
In every state In which the broncho
thrives will be entered It well may be
said that the result of the contest will
be Identification of the worst horse In
tbe world.
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Imperial Potentate Visita Albuquerque
U'- Tea sjkaw
Imperial Potentate Oraatret hill climoer;
Albuquerque.
S) miles on ene gal.
Hunei
lull" ni.loe on una set of Ure. Met ami WyonuABStevens of the Mystic Shrine will vis- DlslrltMitora
tor
Colorado,
New Meilcoauil
it Albuquerque with his staff Oct. 7
I Hi. COLORADO
t A It II ;lí l Alt CO.
and 8, at which time a big ceremonial Uve Aaeata Wanted, lea lidr. j .. Denver
session will be put on in his honor, by
Ballut Abyad temple, following a cere 1$ m KODAKS and SUPPLIES
And as your Films for dareloptiiff. Kxnrrt
monlal session to be held by Stevens
work only. Tha book if tbe BrowoltM fro
at the bottom or the Grand Canyon.

-

CartL-rca-

S3: Denver Photo Material Co- Springer Goes Out. (ttaatnaaa Kodak 3.l Hearer, Color Jo
Springer. During the heavy rains
State Encampment of National Guard which put an enormous amount of wa
Demlng. The state encampment of ter In the arroyos and creeks the large
INSTITUTE
the New Mexico National Guard dam of the Jaritaa ranch, seventeen
which was tbe scene of real work. Is miles west of the city broke causing a Con. eighteenth ano Curtis
DENVER, COLO.
the largest In the blstory of the state's loss iff about $0.000. The break is forty
feet
military afrairs.
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a cienri&c course of medication.
Pueblo Corn Dance.
Picturesque Roundup Not Vst Extinct.
The only place in Colorado where ta
Sar.ta Fé. The Corn dance at Santo Genuine Keeley Remedies arc administered
Cimarron. While the man with tbe
hoe la slowly but surely driving the Domingo on Aug. 4, the most interest
Motorcycle Bargains
man with the chapareJoH out of the. Ing of the Pueblo ceremonies and at
Blas ana rebullí motni iivsla
northern part of the state, the latter the same time the most spectacular In
W
moat all. Guaranteed:
ahlDped aubjerl to InapatHoa.
the lilo Grande valley from Taos to
is still a long way from being extini
eu,, li tu u Keurt IM
a
year
big
much
draw
this
will
Isltta,
K in .. e
li.t
i.i ...
as witness a number of big rati
UUi A liatrt.. Dea ra,
ger crowd than over before as thf Vsaauun AuioOxauOo..
roundups in this country In the pa
IH.irltjatora
Was.
ef
xoauSer
Aulooclee
first excursion ot the summer scb
few weeks. Among the blf outfits rt
at Santa F will be run to that pic
resented were the S. M. Chase, Vi
WALL
TKNT8
turesque pueblo. Arrangements have
w.H rvwati. 1,
Houteu and Rich Brothers' eompanl
a
for
special
train
made
ai
been
and others. Tbe three mentioned hi
least 'sou persons expect to anconi
a Joint roundup which Included
AWHIM CO.
isaAMS TUTt,A Deaerea,
pany the excursion.
UM.
thing on their range.
Big Dam Near

If EEL E Y

sts
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CIMARRON NEWS.
"Not Bowr anld Wllfrwa, wbose charge of ft, just the same? How acorn,
MEETING
ELKS CLOSE
weakness was growing apparent. "Do thatr
yon bear those
"That's sll right" ald the girl, burr-biboss those balls
"
her face on his shoulder.
and then tell me not to go why
Wilfred got hold of her hand sad SAN PRANCI8CO
He swayed and tottered
TEAM
DRILL
"Stand by there!" cried tbe ser kissed It passionately. He seemed
$900 IN GOLD.
WINS
quite strong enough for that
geant.
QUOTATIONS
"I tried to send you a telegram but
The two men immediately caught
Carocarwhispered
they
me,"
They
let
wouldn't
hold of him as he fainted.
Between 19,000 and 20,000 Elks and Wntern Newspaper Union News Service.
line suddenly, raising her head and
ried him to the lounge.
Their Wives Attend Golden
.
DENVER MARKETS.
"Find some water, will youT" con looking at him.
JubHee Reunion.
"Yob did?"
tinued the sergeant "Put his head
Cattle.
BOW THE HAPPENINGS OF ANIGHT
"Yea."
down, ma'am, and be'll be all right in
Beef steers, corn fed, good
did you say In Itr
"What
Western Newspaper Union Newa Service.
only
a
minute.
fainted."
He's
to choice
67.508.65
MOND IN DIE SPRING OF 186b
But here the girl's courage raited
One of the privates who had hurried
Denver. Seventy-fivthousand mer- Beef steers, corn fed, fair
her.
In
off
back
came
soon
of
water
search
rymakers frolllcked and danced and
to good
LAY BY
6.75 7.60
"Tell me what you said." persisted laughed on the downtown streets as Beef steers, pulp fed, good
with a basin full, with which Mrs. Var
ney laved the boy's head.
Wilfred.
to choice
T.6008.50
Bill Elk said farewell to Denver, and
"It was something vary nice," tat- the golden Jubilee closed with a Beef steers, pulp fed, fair
lie ii be all right in a minuta," said
good
to
7.0007.60
tered poor Carolina.
BYOfRUS TOWNSEND BRADY tbe sergeant "Come, men."
monster carnival aod dance In the
steers, hay fed. good
"It was, eh?"
lie turned as he spoke, and, folCourt of Honor. With the glow of a Beef
IUUSTRATONS BY EIKAR BtRT SMITH
to
choice
7.2508.00
"Yss."
lowed by the men, left the room, leavhundred thousand lights upon them,
-steers, hay fed, fair
CYWtOMT 1912 Bnr Doop Ms4 am Conwnv
Was It as nice as this?" asked Wil- Elks and their hosts of friends said Beef
ing Mrs. Varney with Wilfred and the
to good
6.50W7.25
orderly. It was the latter who broke fred, suddenly lifting his head and good-byto the city which had housed Heifers, prime corn fed ... 7.007.76
"Tou were sent here to " boga
her.
kissing
a
SYNOPSIS.
the silence.
them during their all to brief stay th Cows and heifers, corn fed.
Mrs. Varney.
"I don't know about that," stam"It there Isn't anything elJe. ma'am,
good to choice
6.507.26
Denver.
you,
sorry
to
ma'am,
"Yes;
trouble
a
a
Mr. TuMr. wtf at
beautiful
I believe I'd better report back to the mered Caroline, blushing
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
Rights.
State
Extend
fanaral, hu lost om Mm and another I but we'll hare to be quick about it. If general."
1
crimson, "but It was very nice.
E.756.F0
fair to good
8h reluctantly gives
Delegates who have heen striving Cows
got to
Rn( from wounds
and heifers, pulp fed,
"Ysa," said Mrs. Varney, "don't wait wouldn't have tried to telegraph It If for
for Wilfred, the youngrst,to we don't find him here we've
orjurisdiction
state
for
extended
lain the army If hli father consents. The follow him down Franklin street; he's The wound Is dressed, Isn't HI"
good to choice
0.607.25
It was something bad, would I?"
fedérala are making their laat assault In over this way somewhere.
of Elks met with no op- Cows and helfera, pulp fed.
"Well, If It was so good." said Wil- ganisations
"Yes; I took him to the Windsor
an effort to capture Richmond. Edith
position
of
in
'he
good
the
last
to
session
?
fair
5.50i 0.60
"Who are yon What do you want?" hospital. They said he would be on fred, "why on earth didn't you send
VnnwT ee.MirM tmm prwlilTit ravta a
eommfsston for Capt. Thome, who la Just
i'he Cows and heifers, hay fed,
grand lodge at the Auditorium,
"Man
captain
of
ar
Thorne,
named
It?"
wants
day
two,
In
feet.
he
his
but
a
or
recovering from wounds, as chief of th
good to choice
6.2507.OO
the aergnant; to be kept pretty quiet"
answered
telerranh at Richmond. Capt Thorns tillery,"
gracious!" exclaimed greater part of the session was given Cows
"Goodness
and heifers, hay fed,
of
tells Edith he has been ordered away. "that's what be went by. at least
over
to
officers.
tho
Installation
I
they
when
"Tell the general how It happened." Caroline; "how could
She declares he must not go and tells
ó.5"(pñ.r.u
fair to good
When the grand lodge meets again
Here, two of you this way That room
him of the commission from the presi"Very well, ma'am," said the order- wouldn't let me?"
Canners and cutters
iMü 5.00
lodges
will
state
dent. Mr. Arrelaford of the Confederate In there and the back of the house ly, touching
was
predicted
the
It
8.50 11.75
"Wouldn't let you?"
Veal calves
his cap and going out
secret service, a rejected suitor of Two of you
power
legislate
given
to
be
absolute
to
pointing
the
a
outside,"
5.00 06.60
Edith's, detects Jonas. Mrs. Varney
Bulls
"I should think not They had a
The next person to enter the room
butler' rarrylng a note from a prisoner windows.
6.7541)7.00
"Cut off those windows was Caroline Mltford. The noise of dreadful time at the telegraph office." upon matters that pertain peculiarly StagH
Arrelaford suspects It The rest upstairs."
states,
tho
Ki Llbbjr prison
to
good
respective
without
the
Feeders and Blockers,
"At tho telegraph office ; were you
Intended for Thome. The note
tbe men searching the bouse was very
to choice
necessity of grand lodge sanction or
7.007.75
tonight. Plan I. Use
The men rapidly dispersed, obeying
"
Arrelaford declares Thome Is the commands of the sergeant, and be plain. Having Informed Edith of the there?" Wilfred made a violent effort legislation.
Feeders and Blockers, fair
come
Lewis Dumont of the Federal secret
had
meaning
tho
she
of
tumult
good
to
6.257.00
The grand lodge abolished the ritservice, and that hie brother Henry I a gan a thorough search of the house downstairs to Inquire If they had
Llbby.
Feeders and stockers, com
Edith refuses to conup
commission
ual
and
a
ritual
Mltford
them
Caroline
committee
Kisoner Insuggests
preceded
found Thorne. She cam', slowly withthat Thome be
6.60t;.26
mon to fair
designed to give the ritual a more
fronted with the prisoner as a test. An the stairs to Edith's room. Arrelsford, in tbe door rather listlessly, In fact.
order comes from General Vamey for aTter a moment's hesitation, stepped
Impossible
making
for
It
basis,
stable
Hogs.
The exciting events of the night In
Wilfred to report to the front at once
change except by constitutional Good hogs
Edith la forced to carry out her part In toward the door and went out fol- which she had taken part had some8.8O8.90
the test of Thorns. The prisonsr Is thrust lowed by his men. Without a word of
was
amendment,
created.
what sapped her natural vivacity, but
Into the room alone with Thome, who
acknowledgment or even a bow to
Between 19.000 and 20,000 Elks and
recognises him as his elder brother, HenSheep.
ry Dumont. They put up a fake fight Mrs. Varney, he and his men presently she was shocked into instant action
their wives attended the reunion, ac Lambs
I7.00ÍD8.50
when she saw Wilfred stretched upon
and Henry accidentally kills himself.
4.00 5.50
cording to an estimate prepared by Ewes
Caroline Mltford. Wilfred's sweetheart, left the house. As he did so, two tf the sofa
goes to the war department telegraph the sergeant's
6.2506.75
men
the
Thos. M. Hunter. The estimate Is a YearllnRB I light)
"Oh!" she breathed In a low. tense
office to send a menage to Wilfred. Ar6.506.00
Wethers
conservative one, he says, and
relaford suspects a double meaning and room, shoving old Jonas roughly be- whisper; "what Is It? Is he "
refuses to 1st It go through. He and fore them. The man's livery was torn
on the registration at the Aubased
Varney,
Mrs.
said
dear,"
"Caroline
Thome,
Hsy.
Edith secrete themselves to watch
ditorium and n. comparison with the
whose arrival Arrelaford expects. Thome and dirty, his head was bound up. and "It Is nothing serious. He Isn't badly
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Priooj
takes oharge of the telegraph office, he showed signs of the rough handling hurt. He was cut in the neck and
gathering of 1906.
per ton.$12.0013.00
upland,
Colorado
arrelaford and Edith see Thorne altar a
In numbers, Thursday's parade has Nebraska up'and, per ton. 11.00 12.00
dispatch frsm the secretary of war. he had undergone.
fainted. There, there" the woman
Thorns la shot In the wrist by Arrelaford
"Where did you get that?" asked the rose from Wilfred's side and caught
been surpassed few times In the his Second bottom, Colorado
when he attempts to send It. Arrelaford sergeant contemptuously.
tory of Denver and the West, in ovig
and Nebraska, per ton. .10.00011.00
calla the guara, and when they appear
the girl "don't you faint, too, dear."
16.0017.0O
Thorne turns the tables by ordering the
Inalltv and kaleidoscopic variety It Timothy, per ton
"He was locked In a closet, sir."
Caro
going
to
faint,"
am
said
not
"I
Ararrest of Arrelaford. The removal of
8.60
7.50
Alfalfa, per ton
never has been equaled.
"What were 70U doing In there T" He line desperately. She took Mrs. Var
relaford Is stopped by the arrival of GenSouth Park, choice, ton. 16.00016.00
begins turned to the old negro. "If you don't ney's handkerchief from the latter's
eral Randolph. Thorne again
Address.
Ruler
Makes
ending the dispatch. Arrelsford protests,
San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.0012.0U
Grand Exalted Ruler Benjamin did Gunnison Valley, per ton. 13.0014.00
declaring Thorne Is sending a forged answer me, we will shoot the life out hand, and dipped it In the water. "I
order to weaken the lines of defense. of you." He raised his revolver threat- can take care of blm," she continued,
Inaugural
lengthy
ad
not
n
make
6.00
4.50
Straw, per ton
Thome Is shot In the wrist by Arrelsford eningly. "Belongs to you, I reckon,"
kneeling down by her boyish lover.
dress. He pledged himself to the
produces his commission as chief of
anybody
at
telegraph. She, having seen enough to he said to Mrs. Varney.
down
here
Qraln.
need
to
"I don't
work of bettering the order and
convince her he la a spy, begs him not
"Yes, my better; they locked him all. The men are going all over the
give his hearty
with In Wheat, choice milling. 100 lbs.... 1.37
to send the forged order. After she up.
1.06
"
car
for
him
wants
Mr.
Arrelsford
leaves he tears It un. Thome Diana to
lodges throughout the coun Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
house
and
dividual
cape from R chmond.
Arrelsford caus rying a message."
" began Mrs. VarIdaho oats, sacked
any
Caroline
"But,
In
would
try
for
plan
which
make
at the Varney home and demands to
L45
Corn chop, sacked
"That's all right" said the sergeant. ney.
ECUth.
Mrs. Vamey refuses.
"Oh, Wilfred, Don't You Know Me?" the benefit of the organization.
1.44
Corn. In sack
"If he wants him, he can havfe him.
"Mrs. Varney," returned the girl
In addition to Benjamin, the follow Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
1.16
We're looking for some one else. Put strangely quiet, "there's a heap of sol- to recollect. "I have It" he said In ing officers wore Installed: Grand
CHAPTER XVII
Continued.
Here, this diers upstairs, looking in all the stronger tones; "they told me at the esteemed leading knight Lloyd Max
"Got out of my way," he said curt- him back In his closet
Flour.
Be quick nowl Cover that rooms. I reckon you'd better go and hospital.
ly; "I hare a word or two to say to room!
must get up."
well, Marshalltown, Iowa; grand es- Standard Colorado, net
$2.16
door. Sorry to disturb you, ma'am."
you after I hare been upstairs."
They
will
be
in
to
Edith's
them.
attend
"No, no; you mustn't," said Caro- teemed loyal knight, E. M. DlkerVar-- ' room, or Howard's, in a minute."
you
Mrs.
please,"
"Do
said
what
"Show me your order," persisted the
line, interposing.
man, Tucson, Arii; grand esteemed
Dressed Poultry.
'Yes, yes," said Mrs. Varney, "and
19 Oil
girl, who made not the slightest at- ney; "I have nothing on earth to con"Don't," said Wilfred; "I have to at lecturing knight. William Schad, Mil Turkeys, fancy D. P
ceal."
14
, ..
Howard so 111. I must go for a few tend to it." He spoke with a stern, wnukee, Wis.; grand secretary, Fred Turkeys, old loms
tempt to give way.
14
As the men hurriedly withdrew to minutes, anyway. You know what to strange decision, entirely foreign to C. Robinson, Dubuque, Iowa; grand Turkeys, choice
"It's department business and I
16
Hens, large
continue their search, the voice of a do?"
"I treasurer. Charles A. White. Chicago;
his previous Idle
don't require an order."
14
the porch.
tbe girl confi know all about Thorne. He gets hold grand tiler, F. Kopellk, Pueblo, Colo.; n. ii small
Oh, yes,"
"Tou are mistaken about that," said newcomer was heard onclearly:
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at
22
Broilers
to
came
them
The
words
dently.
telegraph
and sends grand Inner guard, Thomas Donahue Ducks
of our department
Caroline with astonishing resourceful12
is
somebody,
will
badly
hand,
a
"Here,
He
lend
Isn't
deforehead.
his
"Bathe
out a false order, weakens our
New London, Conn.; grand trustee
12
ness. "This is a private house. It lsnt
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Jeese
youT"
long,
I
be
be
and
won't
hurt, dear.
fenses at Cemetery Hill." The boy Calvin Klngsley, Waterloo, Iowa; chief Roosters
9
the telegraph office or the secret serv0 10
The next moment General Varney's will soon come to, I am sure," said got to bis feet by this time, steadying justice grand forum, Albert T. Brophy
If you want to go upice department
away.
himself by Caroline's shoulder. "They New York city.
Live Poultry.
stairs or see anybody against their orderly entered the room, caught sight Mrs. Varney, hastening
Presently Wilfred opened his eyes. are down on us In a moment" A look
15
14
Hens, fancy
Winners of Prlxes.
will, you will have to bring an order. of the sergeant saluted, and than
16 4Í20
He stared about blm unmeaningly and of pain, not physical, shot across his
Following are the prizes awarded In Broilers, lb
I don't know much, but I know enough turned to Mrs. Varney.
7
6
brought back your boy, uncomprehendlngly for the moment.
Boosters
"I've
face, but he mastered It, "And she the various contests:
tor that"
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16
Turkeys, 10 lb. or over
"Wilfred, dear Wilfred," began the gave It to him, the commission; my
ma'am," be said.
Drill Team Awards.
Arrelsford turned to Mrs. Varney.
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First Prise San Francisco Lodge No DuckB, young
"Oh!" exclaimed Mrs. Varney faint- girl in soft low, caressing tones, "you sister Edith!" he continued bitterly.
"Am I to understand, madam," he
10
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In gold.
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are not hurt much, are you? Oh. not
ly; "what do you mean "
"Oh!" said Caroline; "you know
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began, "that you refuse"
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"We never got out to General Var- much. There, you will feel better In
"1 know this.
If my father were No. 171. 1350 in gold.
But before Mrs. Varney could an- - ney's.
Prise, Boulder, Colo., Lodge No
We ran Into a Yankee raiding just a moment, dear Wilfred."
here, he'd see her. As he Isn't here, I es.Third
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Eggs.
Ilbu In
party, cavalry, down here about three
"Is there are you V questioned will attend to It. Send her to me."
tirana Parade.
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was galloping Wilfred, striving to concentrate his
miles. Our home-guar- d
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He spoke weakly, but In a clear
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Most Attractive Float 1st, Utah
by on the ran to head them off, and mind on the problem of bis where- voice and a most Imperative manner.
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before 1 knew what he was about the abouts and her presence.
"Send her to me."
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"Oh, Wilfred, don't you know me?"
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"No," said Caroline faintly, just as
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"What are you talking about?" said Mrs. Varney
There was a bit of a sktrmiBh, and he
the room.
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got a clip across the neck. Nothing at Wilfred more strongly. "Of course 1
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"What Is It?" asked the mother.
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all ma'am. He rode back all the way, know you. Where am I?" And as
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"Oh, my boy!
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"No, no, Wilfred ; you see I am bath- Edith"
"Nothing serious, ma'am; dont up18H
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"Tell her to come here, I must see
Industrial I'nrade.
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Business Houses
ed somewhere."
"1 won't do you any good. Wilfred,"
geant's men supported him.
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derstand." The boy tried to free him- will tell
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self from the men who still held him am not going to load you up with a
"But some other time, Wilfred,
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Prises.
by the arm. "What do you want to cripple, f not much."
urged his mother.
Tallest Man Boss W. Bryant. Roches
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His resignation was wonderful.
"No, no; immediately, but as no cuff
hold me like that fort" he expostulat
buttons.
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"Cripple!"
away
took
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he
made
Man
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Faulkner.
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complying with bis demand, "Very watch Kane.,
"Get Out of My Wsy," Me Said Curtly a few steps. "You see I can walk," be wildered.
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Arrelsford
the soldiers
His words were brave, but his
ward the door, and by a determined ef
"No, you haven't Wilfred; they are fort keeping his feet. "If you won't ring.
brought with him gave way before the formance was weak. His mother came
New York. Lead 68 86 0 3.86; Lot
Leanest Man (Over 6 ft. 10 In. In
C. McNamara. Omaha. Neb , don.
right."
height
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"Perhaps it was a hand that they
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ly of men. The sergeant advanced di- toward him.
"There, there," said Mrs. Varney, in fcb.
J. B. 10s.
oldest Elk In tlrand Parade
rectly to Mrs. Varney, touched his cap
"How do you do, mother?" he said. shot away?"
terposlng swiftly; "if you must, you Theobold.
years
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Colo.,
Loveland,
old:
"Not a single one," said Caroline.
to her, and began:
Since you insist, I will call prize, gold pocket knife and chain.
must.
"You didn't expect me back so. soon,
"Are my my ears on all right?"
"Are you the lady that lives hers, did you? I will tell you how it was.
her."
Omaha Live Stock Quotations.
"Yea," answered the girl. "You
"1 do insist"
Bolt Hits Wire; Man Stunned.
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ma'am T"
South Omaha, Neb. Hogs Heavy,
1
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them
a
about
bother
for
will
needn't
back
"Stay with him. dear," said Mrs.
rest a minute, and then
"Tes, I am Mrs. Varney."
light, 88.5508.80;
pigs,
William Scrans, I8.66O6.80;
Colorado Springs.
Varney to Caroline, "and I will go and a Santa Fé switchman, is in St. Fran- 87.76 08.60; bulk of sales, 18.6008.70.
"I have an order from General Ran with you." Another outburst of the ment"
on
quesall
Wilfred staked
tbe last
Cattle Native steers, 18.0009.90,
call her."
lolnb's office to search this bona cannon and the frantic pealing of the
cis hospital recovering from Injuries
bells caught his attention. "Sea, tion.
"No." said Wilfred. "I want to sea sustained when lightning struck the cows and heifers, 16.5009.00; Westtor" In time," said Arrelsford alarm
1
got left?"
ern stoera, 86.50 08.50; Teias steers,
"How many legs have
they are ringing the bells calling out
her alone."
"Just
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"All of them," answered Caroline;
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The
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10.76.
T.50; calvea, 87.60
"every one"
now."
door. "I will
company.
to through the house with you."
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knocked
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railroad
Yearlings,
Sheep
"Then, If there's enough of me left
Cleave to the good, and use
"No, no, Wilfred," said his mother,
"Can't go through on this order."
unconscious.
wethers, 86.406.00; lambs, 68.260
to to amount to anything youll take leaver on tbe bad.
taking his arm; "not now, my son."
old the sergeant shortly.
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CARBAJAL WILL QUIT A8 RULER.

ous statement that tbe system thrives
on tbe wall opposite and was reflected.
when air has a chance to search in
It was pathetic.
In any and circulate In contact with the flesh.
true
It
Is
that
Nevertheless.
In
Why One May Sleep en the Ground
reasonably healthful climate, not In It stimulates and electrifies.
Certain Localities Without Any
fee tad by swamp miasma, people sleep
III Effect.
Genial Companion.
on the ground In tho open not only la
A man who never
reminds his
safety, bat with a distinct hygienic
In these days of apartments many gain.
It Is particularly trae of moun friends of unwelcome facts or tells
people must sleep rather close to th
Men. out them unpleasant troths Is sure to be
or high bill regions.
Tbe ventilation here cannot tain
ground.
In the morn-taliked, and when a max of sucb a tura
camping,
awakened
have
sun
higher
Is
and
it
good
as
be as
And themselves lying almost Im- comes to old age ne Is almost sure to
to
Impossibilan
usually
almost
light Is
In the water of sudden rains, be treated with respect
ity The renting agent pointed out tbe mersed
yet
It la true. Indeed, that we should
have experienced no ill effect.
and
day
tbe
that
fsx--l to a tenant the other
us back to a previ not dissemble or flatter In company,
sunlight during part of tbe day, tail All of this leads

MOVING

AIR

A

REGENERATOR

bat a man may be very agreeable
strictly consistent with truth and sincerity by a prudent silence where he
cannot concur, and a pleasant assent
where he can.
Now and then you meet with a per
son so exactly formed to please that
ha will gain upon everyone who bears
or beholds blm; this disposition Is not
merely a gift of nature, but frequently
the affect of much knowledge of tbe
world and a command over tbe passions Frequently that which Is called
candor Is loaraly mallos.

Successor Will
Dictator Huerta'
Transfer Power to Csrranxa.
Washington. Francisco Carbajal,
successor to General Huerta aa provisional presldert of Mexico, advised
the United States government Informally that ha Intended to retire in favor of General Carranca, tho constitutionalist chief.
Carbajal wishes only that a general
amnesty be proclaimed and protection given to the property of those
Who opposed the constitutionalists.

Chicago Qraln and Provision Priesa
Chicago.
Wheat No. 2 red. 783s
No. 2
81c; No. 1 hard,
Northern, 8890c; No. 2 spring, 87
M4
Corn No. I yellow, 7171tte; No.
I yellow, 70H704c.
Oats No 8 white, 8636Mis; stan-lar-

7H0Hc;

d,

Rya

87Vt28c.

'

No. 6, 60a
Barley 48 66c.
Timothy 84.OO06.86.
Clover 111.00018.00.
Pork 822.TÍ.
Lard-810- .27.
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PECULIAR AGE
This is a peculiar age. The present generation diffees
greatly from the preceding one. Our forefathers enjoyed
luxuries that are now not in vogue and the same can be
said of the present generation. Fifty years ago binders,
mowers, reapers and separators were not known to the
farmers, much less in use; but it must not be forgotten
that the demand then was not what it now is. The farmer at that time used an improvised cradle attached to his
scythe to harvest his crop. He sawed off the butt of a
log and used it for a chair; he made a bed stead from hickory trees hewn to the right proportion; his bed tick did
not consist of mattress and springs, nay, nay! it was made
of goose or duck feathers, or if perchance they brought a
real fancy price, seasoned corn husks were used. The fat
from pork was used to make soap; lye Was made from maple ashes, poured into a barrel that had several inch holes
in the bottom for a proper drainage.
To enumerate all the things that were done fifty years
ago and less, and that are now not in existence is a task.
Suffice it to say that the present generation may be better
adapted for society, but it lacks a lot in experience.
Opinions differ as to the feasibility of the two year
terms for state and county offices. Legal lore contends
that the constitution provides for the removal of an officer
wno violates one of the 36 sections, wherein the duties are
prescribed. The law itself is a stringent one and unques
tionably was put there for a pupose. But the fact remains
that the laws have so many loop holes, that one never real
ly knows where one is at. In the meantime it is the opin
ion of the News that the two year term is a proper one at
a time when things are rather uncertain as certainly they
are in New Mexico.

another line of manufacture, which
will be commenced lu a short time.
Ihe manufacture of rotating drtllt to
bore nqintre holne.
A few
year ago even aclantlsta
would have unid that It was
linpoxrlble for a rotating tool
to bore a true square bole, yet It baa

Three men out of six are reported to have been able
to tell in whose plays Banquo's ghost appears and one of
them could name the play. To many this looks like gen
eral ignorance; but there are more important items of
knowledge. For instance, how many men out of the aver
age hundred can tell what is the best fertilizer for alfalfa?
Yet the growth of alfalfa is one of the means by which
the agricultural products of the country may be immense
ly increased.

to any lathe or milling machine.
To describe the drill and Its process
Is somewhat difficult
In language
adapted to the lay mind mt eapeclal-lvented In mechanical motions The
principie Involved la that of moving a
triangular shaped drill or cutter In a
square master guide, or cam. For bor
Ing different sized holes It is neceesary only to change the drill, as the
master guide Is adjustable.
-

HAMEL WISHED

A

QUIET END

In Solitude of Sea 'than In
Crowd, He Told Friend Before
Hie Disappearance.

Rather

A writer In the Aeroplane.
discussing Qustave Hamel's disappearance, saya:
"It la a peculiar fact that only a few
daya before bis disappearance. Hamel,
tn discussing the Atlantic flight with
some friends, said that if hie machine
came down In
and was
cot picked up he would prefer auch an
end to being killed In an aerodrome or
an exhibition night, with all the fuss
and sensation among the crowd.
"Somewhere at the back of his mind
I think he had some idea of the dignity
of dying In the solitude of the sea to
being killed In the act of amusing a
mob of sightseers, and he was right.
"That he should have gone in what
was to blm the trivial feat of crossing
the channel Is the Irony of fate, but It
came somewhere near being such an
end as he doslred."

London.

In

FORTUNE NOT TO CHANGE HIM
Pittsburgh Profeaaor, Now Worth
lions, Won't Quit Work In the

Mil-

Schoolroom.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Prof. E. M. Wollank
of the chair of languages at the Pitta
burgh Normal, who may be the rich-

est schoolmaster In the United States,
will stay tn the schoolroom and work,
despite his wealth.
IVofesaor Wollank and ula sou will
soon get a $25,000,000 estate In Berlin
The estate Is that of a great-unclwhose wUl provided that It go to the
male descendants of the Wollank line
after a certain time. The time has expired and the professor and his son,
who Is a banker at Delhi, La., are the
only heirs.
The possession 6f at least twelve and
a half million dollars will not mean the
retirement of the professor, he usserta
He Intends to stay In the schoolroom
until age retires him. He couldn't be
bappy elsewhere, he says.
e

GERMANY'S

EYES

ON

BRAZIL

of Customs Declared
sary If 1100,000,000 Loan

Control

NecesIs

Made to Republic.

fining
The Frankfurter
financial organ. Mates
the
that the only condition under which
the Deutsche bank and Disconto
Oesellschaft of Berlin could participate in Un- 1100,000,000 loan to Uracil
would be "adequate control of the
country's finances."
This, adds the journal, eaally conld
be done by the bypothecaUon of the
Brazilian customs revenue. A plan
of this kind is said to be already under dtacusalon by the syndicate which
is belna formed to make the loan.
The Zeltung adds that foreign capitalista who will furnish the money
should not be intimidated by protests
against the proposed arrangement
now being raised tn Uracil.
"Rerlln

n

With the coalition between Baca and. Romero factions

ROOSTER MAKES MAN FLEE
in Alb., it seems possible that the dove of peace has acted
of Minnesota
at the opportune time. But by jinks, there's Rodey and Injures Postmaster
Town, but Pays Penalty at
Andrews who have to be reckoned with. Perhaps it is
Next Dinner.
just as well to be serene about the matter and await fuHouston, Minn. Poet master Frank
ture results. It never did pay to worry.
Schonlau of Houston, Minn., was Inso severely by a rooster thai '"
went under the care of a physician
Schonlau was In his hennery when
the bird flew Into his face, tearing him
harp spurs and striking blm
with hi
on the face, neck, arma, and lega
Schonlau fled and called a physician
to dress his wounds. Later the rooster was captured while asleep and fur
nished the family a chicken dinner.

jured

Arkansas jilted woman seeks to recover $35,000 for a
breach of promise from Las Cruces man. The love in
this affair is worth 35 cents and the balance is debited to
the jilt.

It

is a direct insult to a corpulent gentlemen who perRubber Roses Are Popular.
chance steps on a banana peel and is laughed at by every Atlantic City, N. J Kubber roses
the bathing caps
yap in the community, when an acrobatic stunt is pulled and cherriessexadorn
this season. Mexican
of the fair
off, but then a person can't cry.
color combinations on bathing suite

Gentlemen, some of the weeds have been cut, but there
are a heap left yet on which to exercise before breakfast.
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CANNOT COME BACK
The country as a whole is enjoying a needed rest from
the political activities of Col. Roosevelt at Oyster Bay,
and it is assumed that the Colonel is likewise enjoying his
rest, indeed be should; he earned it long ago. He is now
forced to submit to a rest upon the advice of a physician.
The Colonel is not the type of man who wants to rest
every mile or two. He exerts every ounce ot vitality to
bring up a head of steam as in years past, but he is unable
to gain pressure on the guage. On the contrary, his head
e
of steam is slowly dropping off with each day and his
is such that it taxes every chord and muscle to keep
his physical ship on smooth waters. He has seen his best
days and is unable to do in the future what he accomplished in the past, both politically and physically.
Race horses usually make one good record in their prime
that clings to them long after their usefullness is absent.
The Colonel lived a fast pace; he established his record
and should be contented with a quiet life in green pastures, but he has an abandoned race horse spirit and will
not give up even if he is defeated, which he will be un
doubtedly. He is unequal to the strain.
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200 DUELS

have replaced' last year's
display

Huigarian

Wife Barred la Will.
N. J. The will of Will
lam H Kyker, which divides hi $60,
U00 estate among friends and rela
tlvas, does not mention his wife and
cuts off bis two sons at IS cents each

Hranchvtlle,

Society Has New Pad.
Louis
Bronte statuettes o
the
htldren represent the lalott tni
la local society

ealc garb of modernity, bin
longed to the days' of cloak
when men drew awards on

HsmBh iRSIflill IPCfflBCTl Hflf "rnll
HirnMiil

lit

1

Ml VlnSIHI H awrrfffVisifíT

Jerrssal

and spitted their opponenta deftly He
was the hero of 200 duels.

,

Tall and broad, with a brown face,
he swaggered along the boulevards a
few years ago, ready to pick u quarrel
with anyone whose preeence was ob
noxious tn him and ask for satlafac
tion at the point of the sword. His
manner was grandiloquent and au-

thoritative.
When he lifted his slouch hat with
a medlevnl flourish you could almost
see a cloak and sword behind his
lounge suit
He rolled his name
grandly as he delivered h(s challenge
to those who were luckless enonah to
"
he
merit his anger.
"Laber-r-rtesque,-

would say.
He achieved an Instant notoriety
when he came to Parla, for he began
his career by fighting the whole town
council of Algiers, and finished up
wit); his famous duel with Max Kegla.
the aiayor.

SEES

HER

IN

DEATH

FALL

Youth Near When Sweetheart' Plunges
Seventeen-Year-OlProm
Roof
Girl Bads Admirer Walt.
d

New York. Young Jerome Coleman
161 East One Hundred and Twenty-eightstreet stood on the doorstep of
the borne of his seven
sweetheart. Miss Josephine Hepburn,
waiting for her toteóme down from the
third floor.
Suddenly, with ra flutter of skirts, a
body flashed past his eyes, and the
youth was horrified to see Miss Hepburn's distorted figure stretched before
blm on the pavement. Sne had leaped
or fallen from theiroof of the
flat bouse. In the. Reception hospital it
was found that her skull, left shoulder
and left leg wajro fractured, and she
had suffered Internal Injuries. She
was dying.
Coleman unablerto restrain his Bobs,
told a reporter afterward that he could
think of no reason to actuate Mtas
Hepburn to attempt suicide.
"1 was waiting far her on the steps
when she got home from work, and we
were talking uud she was cheerful and
affectionate with me.'' he aaid. "We've
never had a quarrel. Then her mother
came home and theyyweut upstairs to
nether, and I waltedffor Josephine on
the 'steps. She 'cafueedown a few mln
utes later and she wat crying. I asked
her why, but she justi shook her bead
and threw her armsraround my neck
and klsHed me and said, 'Jerry, just
wait a few minutes 'more for me.'
"Then she ran upstairs, and then
then 1 saw something black go past
ray eyes and she wats on the sidewalk
In front of me."
The girl lived with ber mother. Mrs
Elizabeth Hepburn, a widow. There
were no financial difficulties or lack of
comfort In their home. Young Coleman waa out of employment, but he
had good expectations of making bis
way soon. He and the girl were always hopeful In discussing their fuof
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Write."

Office Furniture and Supplies
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sectional Book Cases and Unifiles

Globe-Wernick- e

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Carbons and Type
writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms
Brushes, etc.,

d

five-stor- y

ture.
Mrs. Hepburn said she was unable
to account for her daughter's act or
her tears when she last saw Coleman
She said there had been no quarrel between herself and ber daughter.

BLAMES DRINK

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Notions, Hats, fiillinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
PRICES

AND

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

Matkin Supply

Company

Mail Orders Promptly Attended To

Cimarron Transfer Co.
J.

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
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FOR INSANITY

AVISO
Adlermsn, Expert, Says That
El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
Nation Soon Will Be One
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
Huge Asylum.
yata, perca recoger fruta silvestre o corIndianapolis, Ind. Alcohol la the ta! maeera seca o para cualesquieraotror
chief cause of 'insanity, according to fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictameot
Dr. T. D. Adlerman, a specialist In c aquellos que asi traspasaren aeran
nervous and mental diseases of New
al lleno de la ley.
York, who addressed the National Por(Frimado) WILLIAM
KKKN"Ht
reKleclrlc Medical association here
la Compnaia de Reces del W. 8.
cently.
He declared the United
States la progressing toward the stage
where it will be one large insane asyANGRY MAN USES DYNAMITE
lum.
"We have practically become known
as a nervous nation." asserted Doctor Blows Up Girl's House and Others
"We rush and we hurry,
Adlerman.
When She Refuses to Come to
turning night Into day. and we hurry
.the Front Door.
the body to decay with tobacco,
sexual excesses and abuses. We
Halifax, N. 8. Because Miss Myrtle
must stop this disastrous rush and Robinson, a youiiK woman to thotn
headlong hurry
Thomas Rellly of Halifax was puytng
"Alcohol makes more Insanity than attention, would not respond to his
all other causes combined.
Where It appeal to come to the front door of
Is not the initial cause It Is the develher home he exploded a stick of dynaoping cause.
Iu the United States mite ou the sidewalk
there are 250,000 insane and the same
The explosion blew In the front of
,
which ex- .he house and smashed the windows in
number of
ceeds the combined strength of the two blocks.
army and navy.
time fuso. so
The dynamite had
"There It an answer to this condi- that Reilly waa able t et out of
tion and It is safe and sane eugenics gar. No one was but
but tbe
Tbe world must see to It that there damage to property
is a groat evolution of character In Heillv was captured u
men and women.
There ahouhj ba
to prevent Ihe propagation of dala
le, lives to prevent marriage between
feeble minded and insane. There la
nothing for us doctors to do exc. pt
Cut Head Fi
to become ardeut advocates of
u
Jackson, Ml
Dr. T.

Standard

Up-to-da- te

D.

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

prose-culad-

feeble-minded-

Carry a full line of

COFFINS and CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
ClMAkkON, N. M.

NOTICE.
All trespasaing in the W. S. Pasture in
oltax county, whethar for tb purpose of
unting. nsbing. pulling wild fruit, or cuing fire wood, or for any purpose whatso-ier- ,
without leave, is strictly prohibited
nd all trespassers will be prosecuted lo
ir lull extent of the law.

(Signed)
for W.

WILLIAM FRENCH,
A Cattle Co.
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we have the equipment and the skilled labor. We refer you
to those for whom we have executed high class printing.
If it is color plate, embossing or. neat plain work you
want, remember, we can do it for you on short notice. And
if we believe our work will not suit you, we will tell you.
r
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Our many type styles are the latest designs, and if what we have
is not satisfactory to you we will get it for you.
Our equipment consists of an investment of approximately $4,500, and is strictly modern.

We are not ashamed to advertise our product.

mo m
OUR

QUALITY

It is fully worth it.

Cimarron Publishing Company

IMPRINT

The Quality Shop

WILL SHOW BRITISH
American to Tell England How
to Run Railroad.

"Give me $1,000 for tbe widow ana
kids," Thornton asked of headquarters
'Not a nickel," said headquarters
roldly.
"It waa tbe baggageman's
fault that he was killed."
"Maybe," said Thornton, with the
big Jaw setting. "But meanwhile a
young widow and three boys are In
drojger of atarvatlou. I'm going to

Henry Worth Thornton, Picked by
English Director to Taka Charge
of Groat Bastera Road, Will
Demon

trata

U

New York. "Your best chance of
sucrasa," aaid Henry W. Thornton,
"cornea when you are In your shirt

man of Influence.
"Hum," aald Sima, when he read
This gets you a Job, but
the letter.
it don't hold the Job for you, young
man. I'll carry you on the salary
list for two years. But If by that
time you haven't been promoted, salt
won't save you. I wouldn't bavs that
sort of a man on the right of way."
Thornton was on his third promotion at the end of two years. He has
been moving upward ever since, but
he has never gained a step by flator lying, If the
tery,
opinion of the men who have been
nearest to htm Is to be taken at par.
On the other band, he hasn't heal
tated to fuaa with bla superior officers,
and fussing with the official family ot
back-beudln- g

the Pennsylvania railroad la commonly reputed to be as dangeroua an occupation as biting the Up or a stroke

lightning.
On oue occasion a baggageman on
his dlvlalon had climbed on to the
tender, where h i had no business to
be. Just before the engine rolled Into
The baggageman was
the dltcb.
allied, leaving a destitute family.

Of

Entertains Leaders of International Council in Rome.
Elena of Italy Haa Special Talk for
Quests TreasEach at Reception
ure Bonbons With Picture of
Ruler on Them.

S. Methods.

sleeves. "
Thornton ta the young American
railroad man who was recently picked
out to take charge ot the Great Eastern railroad In England.
The member of the board of directora who dlf the picking tactfully added to his declaration that Thornton Is
the beat young railroad man In America for auch a position, the cause being that English railroad men hare
run to seed.
"They do not grow," said the director, wagging his head like a mechanical bear. "They do not expand.
Their field of vision la limited."
However that may be and English
rallroade resolved themaelvea Into a
lodge of sorrow when they read It and
than began to gather bricks for Thornton the American youngster has
been growing and expanding ever
since he got Into railroading.
After he had graduated in football
and engineering at the University of
Pennsylvania be applied for a Job tc
John C. films, then secretary of the
Pennsylvania Railroad company. He
had a latter of Introduction from a

QUEEN WINS WOMEN

sUk.

Rome, Italy- - The social events of
the International couuoll of woman
were intensely Interesting, writes Ida
Huated Harper. At the top of these
events must be placed, of course th
reception by Queen Elena. It did not
Include all of tbe several hundred
members of the council that would
have been too much to expect but
she welcomed the board of offlcera,
nine; the presidenta of national councils In twenty-threcountrlea and tbe
chairmen of the nine standing committees, over forty In all, as tbe old and
the newly elected officials were Included.
Each haa her own Impressions of

"the greatest event In her Ufo." but all
agree that there waa aliupllclty and
Henry Worth Thornton.
cordiality In the manner of the quean
that won every heart. As Mrs. Kate
put her on my payroll at $45 a month, Waller Barrett, president of the United
and when her name cornea off mine States council expressed It:
cornea with It."
"She seemed to forget her royalty
She's still there, ao far as any oue
queen
kuowa. Perhaps that lncldeut helps und was a lady more than a
explalu why Thornton was aelected to we were all women together."
It waa Indeed marveloua how the
take charge of the Great Eastern, for
the position of general manager on queen could apeak a few appropriate
an Engllah railroad la equivalent to words to each of ao many women repfew
that of president of the United States. resenting different countries, as a stay
The Great Eastern haudlea a great- sentences will illustrate. To Mrs.
er commuting traffic than any other Wrtgbt Sewell. after asking what was
road In England, and lie short haul her special work, she said: "Peace la
business, during the summer resort the cause In which I also have tbe
season, la perhaps the greatest In the greatest Interest;" and when Mr.
Sewell answered "We cannot have It
world. v
Hut, according to the commuting until the women of every country feel
public of England. Its directing heada their responsibility," ehe replied;
uaaay heavily in pure bone. Ticket "Yes, that Is most Important and I
sucsalea are never stopped, no matter hope your efforts will meet with
cess."
may
Hue
badly
be
the
blocked
how
To Olna Krog. pioneer of the wotunTraína are held In amoke-fllle- d
nels, rather than permit a atep aalde man movement of Norway, aba said:
"I have visited the public Institutions
from routine procedure.
"Any one can handle engines and ot Chrlstlaiila and waa much pleased
" She expressed deep symcars and tunnels," said a railroad with t
president from Finland,
to
pathy
the
Is
a
Thornton
wonder
"but
at
man.
handling men That s why England and lingered for some time with Dr.
Anna Oabanoff, the representative
look him."
He mum not ouly teach the railroad from Russia, aakinx ber especially If
uatug public of England to love the the woman physlrtane and university
Ureal Eastern, which entails a com- graduates took an Intereat In the
plete reversal of all the lawa of hu- benevolent and charitable Institutions
man nature, but niuat also win the and worked for social betterment.
"I have always been fond of Hunloyal support of tbe Great Eastern's
gary," she aald to Madame Rosenburg.
In a way, American railroaders and who la representing Us president
their methods will go on trial with Countess Apponyi. "Its people have
Thornton In England. This uui uol suffered so deeply for It. I often want
there as a child and tried to itaru the
seeui fair, but It Is Uta fact.
language, but It was too hard. I liked
l

Phone 37

the sweetmeats id mneh that eren
now I have them sent to me."
"Servia seems very near to me," she
said to Its president; "my relatives
have been on its throne, but of course
I love my own Montenegro best of
all. And when the answer was made:
"It must be hard to leave It even to
be a quean," her eyes filled with tears.
After every one had been greeted
the doors of the grand dining salon
were thrown open and the queen, prethe chamceded by the
berlain and aix footmen, led the way
into It and remained while tea was
served, after which she ::ain shook
hands with every one and retired.
"It Is Just like our teas at home,"
said the American delegates, "except
that we would never let that handsome tablecloth touch the floor all
around."
The queen la tall, slender and very
graceful, with large dark eyea and
masses of waving black hair. She
wore a slightly trained dress of white
satin covered with white chiffon and
over this prune colored chiffon falling
In rather full folds, tbe waist filled In
with lovely valenciennes lace; a dog
collar, long chain and earrings of
pearls and a St. Andrew's cross of
very large diamonds.
The lady In
waiting, Counteaa Bruacbf tbe viattora
declared to be the moat beanttful woman they ever had seen; the lord
chamberlain, with his heavy silver
chain, waa the fatteat man, and the tail-eamen were In the rows they paased
between In the grand march through
tbe gorgeous rooms to be "received"
every one of them seven feet high, the
women Insist and dressed In a scar
let coat, white waistcoat, purple knee
breeches, white silk hose and shoes
with Immense sliver buckles.
t

BIG

IN EUROPE

FOOD TRUST

Coet of Living Will Be Affected
cording to Whether It Is a
Good Trust or Net

Ac-

Report of the
Cimarron Building and Loan Assn.
of Cimarron, New Mexico, for six

Dr. S. Locke
Dentist

months commencing Jan. i, 1914
and ending June 30, 1914.
Resources
Loans on Real Estate Ir3.915.00
Furniture and Fixtures
200.00
Cash
353-1Bills Receivable
1,306.46
Accrued and Unpaid Int.
272.00
All other Resources as
Itemized
90.00
9

Springer, New Mexico.
Will be in Cimarron to do
your dental work, from
Aug. 3 to 8

Total resources
Liabilities
Installment stock
Office with Dr.
Undivided profits
(Hills Payable
All other Liabilities as
FELL OFF TWO THAINS; LIVES
Itemized

Mastn

John Johnson Tripled From

Lacka-

wanna to Erie and Than to
Ground.
New York. If John Johnson
his Injuries he will enjoy the
distinction of having rallen from two
trains In one accident. Johnson Is
twenty-onyears old, and hie Lome la
aur-vlve- a

e

at

14ft

Mill

atreet, Paterson.

He started in on a milk train on
the Lackawanna railroad. He fell
from the train aa It waa entering the
west end of the tunnel at Jersey City,
where It Is elevated abovo the tracks
In his deecent
of the Erie railroad
he landed on top of one of the cars
ot as Erie freight train aud bounded
off to the ground.
He was Injured about the head, and
waa removed to City hospital. Hla
condition la serious, but the physl-clanare hnnefiil

Total liabilities
State

$

16,036.65

9,570.00
4,931.1a
1,500.00
35-5-

f16.036.65

of New Mexico

ss.
County of Colfax
David B. Cole, president, aud
H. C. Ellis, assistant secretary, of
the Cimarron Building and Loan
Association of Cimarron, New
Mexico, a corporation organized
under the taws of the Territory,
now State, of New Mexico, upon
oath duly sworn, each for himself
deposeth and says, that the above
and foregoing statement of tbe
and Liabilities of the above
named association at the close of
business June 30, 1914 is correct
es

and true.

David B. Cole, president
Paris. Hluts that have been apC. Ellis, asst. secretary
H.
some
re
press
time
for
pearing tc the
Subscribed and sworn to before
gardlng the formation In the near future of a European preserved food
me this aoth day of July, A. D.,
trust are taking definite ahape.
1914- It Is asserted that Prance, Oermany.
England, Bwltserland and the United
Ricbard Gaskin,
States have supplied capital, hair of
Notary Public.
000
$8,000
having
necessary
been
the
already subscribed.
PVIli Potln, a famous Paris caterer. THE SPRINGER DENTIST
Husband's Acta Start Trouble.
Is suggested as the brains of the trust, will be in
Alleging that her husNow York
Cimarron, August
wblcb, It Is expected, will have a conband branded her cheek with a lightsiderable effect upon the cost of food 9, 10, 11 and 12th, office at ed cigar and bit her hands, Mrs.
stuffs.
Jeanne Van TongeJen, who has been
Tbe SWASTIKA Hold.
wsd 1 years, has sued tor a sanara
ComMae to Fight Mosquitos.
Alter taking a post graduate course ttoo.
Huimos, N. J - Prominent New in tbe Northwestern University
Yorkers who summer here have com
Wanted Neme "Purged."
They Dental School at Chicago, Dr.
blued to light the mosquitoes
A lleilmlller, being uatur-allieOMcaku
r
contract with s Murdoch is prepared to give tbe
have made a
petitioned that bis name be
dredging and Irrigating company to
most reliable methods in "purged." Judge Carpenter mam bled
remove every moaqulto-breedinplace latest and
the name a few times and out tas eoa

Dr. H. S. Murdoch

--

tec-yea-

g

wttcda tosjg (hUss.

Dentistry.

Consultation Free.

uoiuen to
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FACTORY CASUALTIES.

STORY THRILLS

COURT

that we were Indulging
glittering generalities and aurmlses, SOBS AND
CRIES OF SHAME COME
aa I very frequently the case in such
ONLY AFTER CALM RECITAL
presentments, the statement of fact
(Copyright. 1914. by A. S. Gray)
concerning the shoe aa a aource of
OF THE DETAILS.
THE SHOE.
trouble and the deduotlon therefrom
Napoleon, probably the greatest mil- have been questioned. This Justine
itary authority the world has pro- a repetition and amplification of the Wvatsrn Newvpapnr L'nlon Nw Hcrviou.
In the
Paris. Mme. Henrlette Caillaux,
duced. Is quoted aa stating that "An main fact and principle cited
wife of Joseph Caillaux, otic
prearmy travels on Its belly," but mod- former paper.
Because It Is officially recorded and mier of France and former minern military authorities bare discovered that an army need feet fully aa accepted as evidence of weakness na-In ister of finance, occupied the prisoner's inclosure In the Assize Court
much a food to be an efficient 3ght-In- organizations on which the great
tions expect to rest the defense of at the palace o' Justice and recited In
machine.
Ufe, we take It for a dramatic manner the
ccumtances
The recorda show that over 80,000 their national
the statement that the leading up to the s looting on March
German soldiers were Incapacitated granted that aource
disageneral
a
of
la
hoe
the
16
(Jaeton
of
Calmette, editor of tho
for duty during the first few weeks of
in the Figaro, with whoae murder she Is
the Franco-Prussiawar on account bility from foot excoriation
world
of
wearing
the
hoe
armies
charged.
of Injuries to the feet; and excoriawill
Judge Louis Albanel acted aa presitions of the feet figure aa the cause of amounting to at least 30 per cent
approximately correct dent of the court; the procurator genof all exemptions from active be accepted as
Soldiers wear shoe chosen more for eral. Jules Herbaux, bad charge of the
service among young French soldier
the purpose of protection and comfort prosecution, and Fernánd
iliorl, the
during campaign.
than for any consideration of appear- noted advocate, who was cloaely IdenUnder date of February 6, 1914, the ance.
hand,
on
other
the
The civilian,
tified wluu the Dreyfus case, was chief
acting surgeon general, war depart-rven- t, especially
if young and inexperienced, counsel for the defenae.
Washington, D. C, write as folconsider style and what other may
Mme. Caillaux held the attention of
lows:
r
above every- the crowded court room for three
think of hi
"Many examples might here be cited,
thing else. Now, If selected physical hours. Slight, almoat Insignificant In
but the following Instance which oc- specimen of hardy, trained men using appearance
and possessing none of the
curred In the experience of the shoe their beat effort to cecure comfort
outward characteristics of a figure of
board is sufficiently typical.
and efficiency experience 30 per cent romance, she spoke with great assur
"In 1908. a battalion or United States disability
from shoe so chosen, it is
Infantry took a practise march In not unreasonable to assume that even ance, addressing herself In turn to
ahoes which the men bad themselves a higher rate prevails among civil- each part of the room, like a lecturer.
elected. It marched eight miles, went ians; and thla 1 undoubtedly the She told her atory in short, disconnected sentences, but showed remarkInto camp for 24 hours, and then rechief reason why so few persons have able skill in marshaling her facts so
turned by the same route to the post. the walking habit theae day
they
The members of the board examined cannot walk because their shoe will as to represent them In the best light
the feet of all the men of the bat- not permit them to do so In comfort. for her cause.
The judge's role was a simple one.
talion at the end of the first day acl
too is why so many flabby mus- jonf Ined to encouraging her with brief
on their return. On the first day 30 That
lueitiona as she came to each successper cent, and on the last day 38 per cled, pasty faced men and women are
streets. Such stock 1 ive phase of the drama. Mme. Call
cent of the command were found to seen on ourcowardly,
easily an was a willing witness throughout
and
have severe foot Injures, some re- timid and panic or disease,
and 1 tnd showed great
thrown into
quiring hospital treatment."
therefore a logical source of origin for
It was only after she had concluded
The shoe board above referred to many social and Industrial ilia.
narrative and was asked If there
her
wa a board of officers of the United
The margin of safety In manv Indus- was anything she would like to add
State army detailed to locate the trie I the matter of a fraction of an
caat restraint aside and with
source of and remedy for foot trou- Inch, and anything, whether It be an that she of
genuine emotion, thrilled
iccents
ble, which have been the bane of all
a tooth-ach- e
or a foot-ach-e
and elicited murmurs of
her
listeners
armiea ilnce shoe have been worn. that divert the mind from the work applause. Then
she described vividly
The army board went at the problem in hand tend to reduce the alertness
agony she bad endured
protracted
the
with a thoroughness never before prac- and general muscular control, and the
of the calumnies against her
ticed In any country by the military loss of so much aa that fraction of an because
self and her husband.
authorities. The feet of thousanda of inch mean Inevitable mutilation.
For three months I mounted Cal
man were measured, photographed,
Statistics covering accident in fac- vary, she said. suen i ao not wisn
pictures of the bones were tories In Illinois for a period of one
and
my worst enemy. No one can imtaken, in all sorts of positions and year show that between the hours of to
agine
what I went through. I feared
under all kinds of conditions. And 8 and 9 o'clock In the morning there for myself,
for my husband, for my
after four years of such thorough In- were 130 accidents, and thla number child. I feared
for myself because If
vestigation the board has reported Its steadily and progressively increased parts
of those letters "ere published
remedy a perfect fitting shoe. Sure- until in the hour between 11 and 12, my deepest,
innermost secrets would
ly, a simple and fundamental solution
my
noon, 267 accidenta were recorded. be displayed before the world;
correct the cause and there can be Then between 1 and 2 o'clock, after- woman's honor stand stripped and
ftJgOnMjk, ..t ,jtu. iffm m,. ... ..
noon, 111 accidenta occurred, and the naked. Finally, I did not wish to blusa
secretary of War Stlmson accept- number again Increased progressively before my daughter; that is one thing
ed the report, and ao Important do hour after hour until, between 4 and 6 a woman must nor. De asnea to uo. i
the military authorities regard this o'clock, the maximum of 260 accidents deeply regret the present misfortune,
matter that the shoe recommended
was reached. This show a total of and I would have undergone anything
the only type which officer and
617 accidenta in the fatigued state aa In the world rather than have been
men are permitted to wear with against 29 accidents when approxi- the cause of It."
their uniforma
mately fresh And carefully ote the
Her Impassioned peroration was ac
More than 76 per cent of the people difference between the first morning companied by eloquent gestures or
have trouble with their feet. 'Their hour and the first afternoon hours. her alendor hands, from which she had
ahoea don't hurt them, it' their feet"
The difference between the early lipped her glove. The pectators
this being one of thoae peculiar In- morning hour and the early afternoon hung on every word and movement,
tellectual quibbles we are all guilty of hour is comparatively slight, but it Is frequently expressing discreet approwhen forced to admit a atupld stand- highly significant In that it point to bation, with which the presiding
point.
personal negligence on the part of the Judge made no attempt to interfere.
The shoe Is shrouded In all the prej- operator between the hours of 6 p. m.
Nine Men Hurt In Wreck.
udice, the tradition and the mlat of
nd 8 a. m. It bring the subject of
Canon City. One man was prob
antiquity, and la therefore a itibject social conditions in the home to the
ou which the majority are exceedingly front, opens up the matter of personal ably fatally hurt and eight others were
opinionated and touchy.
The very hygiene, of sleeping quarters, of hab- Injured, two of them seriously, when
train
high heel was Invented by the an- ita of food, drink, smoking, and every Denver ft Rio Grande passenger
crashed head-oa
cients. They distinguished their
thing that takes place outside the fac No. 16, weatbound,
Into a light engine. No. 728, at Pleaa-anto- n
who represented gods and heroes tory.
Biding, In the Royal Gorge. 20
by making them wear shoes with very
that,
frankly
The writer
confesses
high heels and thick soles. Of course, a the result of observations msde in miles east of Salida.
the women of short stature were not gome twelve or more states, if he were
long In grasping the idea, and It quick a manufacturer, a banker or a merREADY TO END HOSTILITIES.
ly became fashion able.
chant he would not employ any person
Expresses
Chief
The l. Mm race ruled the world of with pinched and sore feet to operate Constitutionally
fashion In the thirteenth and four- any power machine capable of InjurViews to Wilson Representative.
teenth cenfuriee In those days shoe- ing the operator or a fellow employe,
Washington. General Carranza Inmakers Journeyed from city to city, or to handle or account for any mate- formed the United States government
making their home with the noblemen rial sums of money, or to transact any that he was ready to declare a sus- while they designed and made shoes business requiring exactness and ex- nenslnn of hostilities against tlm gov
for the household.
The urtlaana of ecutive ability. For it la demonstrated ernment of Provisional Preaident Car- those early centuries were very skil- beyond the shade of a doubt that no halal. Huerta's successor, pending ne
ful, and the Italian and Spanish feet mind can consciously entertain two gotiation with his representatives for
were short, and the shoes then pro- Impressions at the aame time, and the trsnsfer of authority at Mexico
duced were designed and made to meet therefore keen and sustained alertness City to the Constitutionalist.
the demands of a clua that uelther
Impossible to any individual under
chief exThe Constitutionalist
walked nor labored.
physical Irritation.
pressed his views in moat cordial
Pound for pound of normal body
In the unity of materials, machinery terms to John R. SHllraan, personal
weight, the Anglo-Saxowoman haa and men that constitute the modern representative of Preaident Wilson,
approximately the aame size and factory organization, the moat Impor and Consul General Manna and Vice
shaped foot aa the man. and It is a tant factor the men. Kvery concern Consul Robertson, who Interviewed
long and narrow foot; but you never of any size haa It purchasing agents him st Monterey.
would suspect it from the foot prints ita inspectors and laboratories to ex
only did he voice a willingness
made by the two walking aide by aide amine and test Incoming and outgoing tn Not
the commission of three
receive
ahod In the conventional shoes of the materials; lis machinists and invent
by Provisional President
appointed
two sexes. We know something from ora to keep the mechanical part to a Carbajal to dlacu
peace, but said he
our recorded army experience of what standard of efficiency; but little at would send an escort to meet them
even au approximately correct ahoe tentlou ha been given the most fun
and provide aafe conduct through Con
will do to strong,
men dameulal of ail the factors the men.
atltutlonal territory-General- s
I
happening to million
of Efficiency depeud on close attention
What
Huerta and Btanquet
American men aud women' as the re- Imagination and the ability for quick aaUed from Puerto, presumably for Ja
sult of Incorrect shoeing daggers one's adjustment. Unexpected and suddenly arnica.
Imaginative powers to try to compre- occurring complications demand in
hend.
Three Denver Beys Drown.
sunt decision without time for reflec
Denver. Three Decver boys anla all industrial establishments the tion, and herein the man under Irritarecorda show a steadily Increasing per- tion becomea a source of danger to swered the Icre of forbidden places) of
centage of accidenta hour after hour himself and to hi fellow employes swimming and paid with their Uvea.
until the noon real. Then, beginning for he Is In a state where the element In the Clayton college reservoir Lawsome below the noon maximum, the of danger result in an emotional rence Schweider, It years old, and
wave which may produce a temporary Samuel Arthurs, 12 years old, were
afternoon r jcord advances progressiveof the
ly to the maximum for the day. obvi- motor paralysis or overthrow of rea drowned within 800 yard
school, unnoticed by any person. In
ously leak of alertness due to exhaus- son
tion Is responsible for this phenomMultitude are working longer than Ul swift gators of the Platte river
street, William
ena. How much longer will these thblr present condition Justine and near Twenty-eightblood sacrifices be made to the god of therefore beyond tbelr capacity; and Becker. 12 years old. was drowned,
fashion and convention? This Is a the need of the multitudes 1 the effort after Eddie Qlamptstra. also II, al
condition not to be reached by leg!- - of the individual personally to use his most lost bis own Ufa In an effort to
no to bring himself up to a save his comrade.
latlon however wUe. nor by safeguard
however numerous it can only be higher standard of human efficiency
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By ALBERT 8. GRAY, M. D.
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SELECT
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alertness, by education.
Thin ( an age of industrial war.
Nation are bat a collection of Indila or
viduáis, and each Individual
nhould be an asset. By the certain
action of the law of the urvtval of
the lit only that nation moat wlaely
ATTACKS
ON HUSdeveloping Ita resource can survive, DECLARES
Thla being true, the aubjeot of corBAND AND FEAR OF RUINOUS
ree tlx fitted ahoea becomea of paraSTORIES CAUSED KILLING.
mount Importance to .my people who
hop to win In the coming struggle
for Induatiial supremacy
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FISH

COOK

Precaution In Buying Always NCs
aary Styl of Preparation May
Be Varied.
In buying fish get the kind In season, as thl lessen the chance of being served wltb
products.
fish may be known by
the lack of brightness In the eye.
Fresh fish have clear yes, red gills,
the fin stiff, and the scales shining.
The flesh should be so firm that whan
pressed by the fingers it should
spring hack. Fish showing sign of
opposite conditions, such aa dull eyes,
gills, etc.. should be refused. Freh halibut I known by its
pearl white or shining gray skin, firm
flesh and pleasant odor.
Some fish are at their best cooked
In one way only, others may be served
In a variety of ways.
For Instance,
halibut may he baked, broiled, boiled
or fried. Thl rale Is also true of
other whit fleshed fish, a cod anf
cold-stora-

Cold-storag- e

liver-colore- d

haddock.
Those flh known aa oily are beat
raited to baking or p lacking, though
broiling Is not to be despised. I'nder
this head will come blueflsh, mackerel, salmon and shad. I think boiling Is the best way to cook salmon
Small flah ahould be fried In deep,
very hot fat. Thla will Include smelts,
brook trout, perch, whiteflsh, etc. Frying oil Is beet for the purpose, or one
can use uet and lard, half and half.
Pittsburgh Dispatch.

Sour Cream Pie.
One cupful sour cream, four eggs,
one cupful sugar, one cupful raisins,
f
teaspoonful of cloves. Separate the yolk from the whites of
the eggs snd beat the yolk until
creamy; add the sugar, raisins chopped
fine, the sour cream and the clovea
Place In a double boiler and cook until thick and creamy.
Line a pie tin
with piecrust and bake In the oven
aa for lemon pie.
Fill this baked
crust with the cream mixture and
place In the oven until well set. Beat
the white of the eggs with four
of powdered sugar, covet
the top of the pie with this meringue
and place in the oven to brown
slightly. Serve cold. Baten- with s
piece of sharp cheose, this Is a de
licious summer dessert.
-

one-hal-

table-spoonful-

-

Baked In a Box.
If you would like your picnic cake
to arrive unbroken, try baking it in
one of the five and
inch by
f
eight and
Inch tin wafer
boxes. If the box Is filled halt full of
cake dough It will rise nearly even
with the top, leaving juat enough room
for Icing. The cover can then be put
on and the cake will arrive in perfect
condition. A good recipe for the above
One cupsited box 1 the following:
ful of sour cream, one cupful of sugar,
one-hacupful ot crushed walnut
meat, a level teaspoonful each of
soda, baking powder and salt, one well
beaten egg and enough flour for a stifl
batter. Spice to taste. The cake
should be baked In a slow oven until
It doubles in sice, tb,en the heat should
be turned on to finish.
one-eight- h

one-hal-

lf

Fruit Sherbet.

Red Raspberry Sherbet One boxful of red raspberries crushed and
heated wltb a little water and the
seeds strained out, one pint of water,
one cupful of sugar blended together
lemon.
and the juice ot one-half

Freee.

Pineapple Sherbet Three capful
granulated sugar, three cupfuls sweet
milk, three cupfuls cold water, one cam
of pineapple or one pineapple picked
to ahreds with a fork. Mix all together and freeze the same a Ice cream.
Grape Bherbet- - One quart of milk,
one pound of sugar, one cupful of
grape jujee, the juice of one lemon.
Mix and freeze. Delicious.

n

ao-tor-

1

n

1

well-traine- d

Cheese Souffle.
Cook together in a aaucepan two
each of butter and
tablespoonful
flour, and when they are blended pour
upon them a half pint of milk
Stir
to a smooth white aauce and atlr Into
this eight tablespoonful of grated
cheese, a salt spoon ful of salt, a pinch
of baking soda and a dash of paprika,
Have ready four eggs, whites snd
yolks beaten separately Remove the
cheese mixture from the fire snd gradually beat into It the xolks of the
eggs; last of all fold In lightly the
Turn the mixture
stiffened whites.
Into a greased pudding dish and bake
In a steady oven to a golden brown

Serve Immediately.

Roast Perk Salad.
Take bita of cold roast pork,
chopped very One, with a large quantity of celery and the white of two
eggs.
Take the yolks
while warm, mash to a smooth paste
and mix well with one teaspoonful of
mustard, adding salt and pepper to
taste. Into this stir one teaspoonful
ot
vinegar, three large spoonful
melted butter, and mix all thoroughly
Into the meat. Edge platter with tipa
of celery or lettuce. Place salad in
Keep cool until sent to
the center
the table.
hard-boile-

Hungarian Ware.
The new Hungarian war with Ita
vivid colora la effective with willow
furniture. Thla ware 1 made by the
peaaanta. It la of nondescript color,
not white, nor yellow. The garish decorations are of flower and garlands
in pink and green
Basket Salad.

ad and membrane from
pepper, oat In form of baskets

Remove

green
Fill with chopped wax bean, cubes ol
red beets and stuffed olives. Us yout
favorite salad dressing.

HOME TRADE BOOSTS
Dollars Cons Home to Roost
VERY farmer who makes our town hla market place ha an Interest In
thl community The fact that be Ir a member ot the community
make much difference to him when he conalder that the prosperity
of our town Is hla own prosperity.
But when he eéndr hla money to the mall order houses HE DOR8 NOT
STOP TO THINK THAT HE IS NOT HELPING TO PAT THE REQUIRED
TAXES IN HIS OWN COMMUNITY; not that he does not pay his own legally
assessed taxes, but that he la not helping our local merchants to pay the taxes
necessary to support the community.
The mail order man haa absolutely no Interest In the community. He
playa the part of a fisherman strolling about, casting a line here and there,
where he think the beet Ashing I to' be found, and after pulling out the flah
he departa The mall order man does not contribute to the upkeep of the
community.
He merely takes away from It
When a farmer senda hla dollars to the mall order house he prevents a
certain amount of improvements, say, for Instanoe, In road building, here in
our county- The mall order man doea not help to build our roads, but tho
local storekeeper does.
If we keep the doliera st home they will keep on helping us all. Dollars,
apent at home, com home to roost. They come baok In the upkeep of our
town and county Institution. We Have none too many dollar at the most'
In our community and It seams a sham to send any of them away to th
mall order houses, where we will never aee them again.
The dollar we send away help the mall order man to take a vacation
In Europe or at the seashore. THEY HELP HIM TO MAINTAIN HIS AUTOMOBILE AND TO RIDE ON PAVED ROADS.
If we keep these same dollars st home they will help us to have better
roads tn our own county. Of course, the mall order man pays his taxes In
the city, which helpa to pave the streets of the city, but we 'here In our
town don't benefit by that. Therefore, the best thing for us to do Is keep
our money at home, where It will do u some good.
OUR LOCAL MERCHANT8 WILL USE THE DOLLARS TO GOOD ADVANTAGE BY HELPING TO PAY THE TAXES HERE THE TAXES REQUIRED TO BUILD GOOD ROADS. EVERY DOLLAR SPENT IN OUR
HOME TOWN MEANS IMPROVEMENTS AT HOME.
The merchants of our town deserve the patronage of the people In our
community. They are a part, a very large part, of the community and they
pay a major portion of the taxes, The more business they do the more taxea
they must pay and the more taxea paid Into the oounty treasury, the more
Improvement we can have.
Unless we are careful and watch our own Interests we will find out to
our cost that the ultimate result of the mall order scheme will be the centralisation of all of the country business In the large cities and the absolute
destruction of the financial interests In the small cities and town. The only
way to prevent thla la to stop sending our orders to the mail order housea
Let the dollars come home to roost. Thst Is the only wsy, and they will
come horn to roost If we do not send them too far away. The dollars apent
locally will circle around and keep thing lively, but if sent away we must
get more dollars from outside to take their place, it
not alway an eaay
matter to do thl. THE 8AFEST THING TO DO 18 TO TAKE NO CHANCE8,
BUT TO 8PEND THEM AT HOME WITH THE LOCAL STOREKEEPERS.
If we had any expectation that the mall order man would ever do anything to help our community, things might he different But there is no
chance. Ho comea to us In the garb of an artful deceiver, with gross misrepresentations, falae promise and a record of disappointments. But we
welcome the opportunity to again place ourselves on record as being his
dupe. There Isn't a grain of klndne in hi whole makeup. He demands
his cash In advance and gives you that which he wlahe to send. You have
no redress. You have no rights that he ta bound to respect.
The mere fact that we are silly enough to end our money away, out of
our own community, to a stranger, thereby Injuring our own business prospect and Jeopardizing our own prosperity, justifies him In believing that he
can take the most outrageous liberties with us.
Bread cast on the water will return, not ao with dollars sent to the mall
order houae. Turkeys will come home to root, If somebody doe not catch
them.
BUT DOIJjARS WILL COME HOME TO R008T IF WE KEEP THEM
TRY IT.
IN CIRCULATION IN OUR HOME TOWN
-

I

MAKING LAND VALUES
which is not desired cannot be said to possess a ranie.
is desirable and in demand possesses a value according to Its desirability the value being regulated by the demand.
Farm lande vary In values according to their location, their productivo

THAT But that which

qualities and their accessibility to the markets.
The character of crops must be regulated according to the market at hand
and every community necessarily directs the character of the product brought
to town by the farmers.
There must be a market for the farmer. There must be some place where
he can realize on hla crop and receive In exchange a fair value in money or
In auch merchandise aa will upply the necessities of those dependent on hi
ffort to say nothing of the luxuries that have become practically necessities.
The day haa gone by when the farmer and his family raised and producer!
by home manufacture all the things needed. We have become creatures of
conditions entirely new. We must have stylish clothing to take the place of
the home spun worn by our forefather. We must have pianos and organs,
upholstered furniture, chlnaware, crockery, tinware, aluminum utensils,
harvester, threshing machine, together with modern machinery and
tool of all kind. Our wive and daughters mut have millinery and all sort
which, bless them, they are entitled to have and to wear.
of
Our day 1 no longer a period of appreciation of beauty unadorned or a
dtaregard for the good things of life. We need, or we think we need, which
ia the same thing, a lot of things which cannot be produced on the farm,
therefore we Incline our motives and our endeavors to obtain auch thlnga.
In answer to the demand for such things we have established communities for a general exchange of these things; for the exchange of the farm producía for money and for merchandise. Now that we have eatabllahed a standard
of value for everything we figure everything In dollar and cents and if we
are dealing with a atorekeeper who carries a stock of the things we require
and wish to buy and who wishes to buy that which w hav to sell, there la
no bother about making the deal.
In our community we have storekeepers who have equipped their placea
of buainesa with everything we need. They have Invested their mony in
merchandise Juat aa the farmera have Invested their money and their time In
land and machinery and cattle and In crops.
In thl manner there ba been created a certain market for a proportion
of the croo raised by our farmers. The marketing of the balance of the
crop is readily attended to by the mere tact that we have a community, a
headquarters for buying and selling: the greater the size of the community,
the better facilities.
THEN THE
IF A COMMUNITY 18 POOR AND UNPROSPBROUS.
self-bindi-

FARMER CANNOT MARKET HIS CROPS SO PROFITABLY.
The prosperity of a community rests entirely with the people In that comwho llv on th outskirts nd who.
munity, this, of cour, Including tho
really form a part of the community, because of the fact that they do their
marketing there. If they bring their product to the community market ana)
ell them there and trien spend their money with the local business men, th
community will grow and prosper. Lsnd values will Increase and the earnest
tollers nd workers will become wealthy.
But if either the farmers or the torekeeper fall to do tbelr full share
In the way of complying with the business requlrementa then there will be a
lack of ucees and the community will not grow or prosper. Land value
will not Increase.
There ia a division of responsibility, practically equal. The Interests of
th storekeeper and of the farmers must come together. Without a due
appreciation of theae requirement, no community can look for pnugreos.
If the torekeeper do not carry the merchandise ready to meat the requirement o th farmer they realize that they cannot expect to do the business. But the failure la not her.
The great trouble In our community, now, ia that the shower of mail
order catalogue has descended on the land and the farmer are Inclined to
believe that no harm can come of diverting their trade from the local storekeeper to th mall order house In the big cities
We must keep our money In circulation In our own town. W must protect our local storekeeper. W must create and build up condition of prosperity right here at horn or there will be no Increase In land valué. In fact,
they will decree If we nd our money to th mall order houaaa.
IF WE DESIRE PROSPERITY, WE MUST HELP TO CREATE IT OTJaV
SELVES BY BPKNDINQ OUR MONEY AT HOME.
,
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Madero Marked

Begin-

ning of Despotism.

NEWS
and lent color to the persistent report
that Huerta really desired to be SET WIRELESS BY BEDSPRING
elected and that his pretenses to the
Esstern Amateur Experiments With a
contrary were a sham.
Novel Form of Antsnnas and
U. B. DEMANDS HE RESIGN.
Is Successful.
When It became certain that the
elections had resulted la no constituCyrus H. Flandreaux of Peeksklil,
tional choice on account of the failure
V. Y., gives the following Interesting
of voters to go to the polls, the American government peremptorily called account of his experiments with a
novel form of antennae for wireless
on him to resign.
In a statement to the diplomatic telegraphy:
"There are many things used as an
corps November 9 Huerta announced
to catch the mysterious electhat he would declare the result of the tennae
election null and order another elec- tric wives which carry our wireless
messages through space, and I And
tion.
the springs of my bed serve as
November
Huerta refused to ac- that
very efficient antennae. My room Is
cede to the American demand for his
resignation, and Mr. Llnd left Mexico m the second story of my house, and
by using these springs as antennae I
City for Vera Cms.
san easily read the signals sent oat
disMeantime the United States
patched warships to the Mexican coast very night by the wireless station at
and Americans continued to leave Sayville, L. I., although they are not
by any means so loud aa when I use
Mexico.
my outdoor antennae, which are 40
U. S. VEERS TO CARRANZA.
feet above ground, 60 feet long and
by
Definite proposals were made
the United States to Carranza and his consists of four wires on spreaders,
the wires being two feet apart.
adherents.
"The bedspring antennae are best
Several of the European powers,
notably O rest Britain, Germany and for use with nearby high power staFrance, gave strong support to the tions. Sayvllle, L. I., is about fifty
miles from Peeksklil. With my outpolicy of
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BOAST TO TAFT

Dictator Declared He Would Restore
Peaoe at Onoe, but Refusal of
United atatee to Recognize
Him A

Ths

Co., Atlanta,

Coca-Co- la

O.

red Hie Downfall.

Victoriano Huerta took oath as pro
visional president of Mexico February

To Blow In, Probably.
o
REAL HOME FOR THE HOLE It, 1U, the day after President
Mother What are Richard and
L Madero,
had been aryour father storming about ao?
Finds 8eeure Abiding Plaee After s rested at the national pal act).
Daughter -- Oh, Dick's trying to raise
Three days later Madero and Jose
Period of Troublous
the wind again.
Marie Pino Suares,
Wanderings.
were sho. to death while on a midAlso Barren of Wealth.
Everett P. Dahlgren, the millionaire night ride under guard from the pal"So that foreign suitor of Ethel's opponent of woman suffrage,
said at ace to the penitentiary. The precise
turned out tq be no baron after all."
manner of their death has never been
a suffrage debate In Boston:
"Oh, he was a baron, all right
"I always declare that woman explained.
Baron Munchausen."
One of Huerta s first acta as provishouldn't enter politics till she's fulsional president was to telegraph Willfilled all her prior duUes.
A leather belt In an English facduUesi
Prior duties!" So iam H. Taft, then president of the
tory has been running at a speed of a '"Prior
young lady mocked me one day. United States, the following message:
1,800 feet a minute from 9 to 18 hours
"I have the honor to Inform you
"What do you men mean by these
a day for more than 32 years.
".Tior duties" that you're always talk that I have overthrown the government. The forces are with me, and
ing about, Mr. Dahlgren?'
Make the laundress happy that's Bed
from now on peace and prosperity will
I
young
"So
lady
told
then
the
this
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
reign."
story:
whit clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
PROVOKK8 CIVIL WAR.
"Once upon a time, I began, a UtUe
The Mexican republic, however, was
The morning after is a cheerful one hole was born; and it looked around
for the man who devotes the night to see where it should take up Its at onoe plunged Into civil war again,
notwithstanding
the Issuance by
before to sleep. Albany Journal.
abode.
general
"It first decided on a window, but a Huerta of a proclamation of congress
man came straightway and put In a amnesty. The Sonora state
new pane. It next choose a chair seat, officially repudiated the provisional
but the housewife sent for a caner, government before Huerta settled
and In a Jiffy a new seat was put in himself comfortably In the presidential
the chair. The hole now selected a hair.
Zapata, revolutionary leader to the
baby's rattle, and the baby was so
pleased that It began to tear the rat- south of the capital, after negotiating
the new regime, went
tle to pieces, and the poor hole, half a few todays with
his guerrilla campaign.
crazed with fright, had Just time to back
8 alazar, one of the highest generals
escape. It threw itself, more dead
in the army, denounced Huerta.
alive,
thing
than
into the first
that
Carranza, constitutionalist leader la
Soap making is an art Why trouble
came to hand, which happened to bo Chihuahua,
assailed Huerta In a bitter
with soup recipes when the best chefs the sock of a suffragist's husband.
statement made public at San Antola the country are at your service? A
"There, at least, the hole seems to nio
few cans of Libby's Soup on your pantry have found a real home. Its peace
Francisco Villa announced himself
shelf assures you of the correct flavor, has not been troubled from the be
an adherent of Madero and Joined the
ready in a few minutes. There am ginning, six months ago."
northern army.
Tomato, Vegetable, Chicken, Oxtail, Con-Pasqual Orozco of the clan of the
Mock Turtle and other kinds.
Marble Windows.
northern revolutionists was the lone
Remarkably beautiful effects are se- notable figure among the disaffected
Your grocer ha them
cured by the use of marble as a who declared for the new government.
means of transmitting light Instead of
TAFT LEAVES PROBLEM.
Ubby, M'Neill A Libby
glass. This has been accomplished
President Taft, n earing .the end of
by a new process which has been de bis term, left to his successor the
vised by an engineer of Hamburg, W problem of adjusting diplomatic relaEngle. He has succeeded in making tions with Mexico. To Wood row Wilplates of marble no moro than three son Huerta sent felicitations on the
millimeters In thickness and for the day of the American president's Inuse designated it is .available up to auguration.
20 millimeters thick. The suitability
Hampered at the outset of his adof marble for this purpose was real ministration by the refusal of the
ized some time ago, but the difficulty United Stated to recognise him. Huerencountered was that of securing the ta boob faced growing difficulties In
marble in slabs of sufficient thinness raising funds to run his government
your complexion troubles with your These plates permit of the passage of His uneasy hold on affairs was weakno need of either a greater amount of light than frosted ened by minor constitutionalist vicpowder puff
pure, harmless glass does, and at the same time Im- tories In the north and by recurring
you
use
when
parts to the rays a much pleasan ter rumors of a break with Felix Diaz,
color. Most opal glass imparts to the nephew of Porfirio Diaz and Huerta's
light an undesirable greenish tinge, ally In the overthrow of Madero.
while the light which passes through
HUERTA CALL8 ELECTION.
The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
the marble has a reddish violet which
May 1 Huerta announced that be
At all dealers or by mail joc.
is much pleasanter. After the marble would urge congress to call elections
Zona Co.. Wichita. Kansas. has been ground down to the desired In October to choose his successor.
thickness it is subjected to an immer- The congress selected October 26 as
A88AYEH AND
HOWARD E. BURTON
sion in oil under high pressure, and the date of the election, and a decree
OHEMIST
Specimen prices: Hold, Hllver. Lend, 41 Gold, the effects secured lu this manner are to that effect was Issued by Huerta
Mailing
Urer,75c;CJold,60c;ZliicorCopper,$l.
eoTclopesand full price list eot on application. said the superior to those of stained Jane 8.
r,blosom" Slick Pin. (pureellver), price glass.
Bller
Feliz Días, who had announced him11.50. Leadvlile. Colo. Kef.CartwnateNat.Uunk.
self ss a candidate for the presidency,
was sent to Japan July 17.
His Specialty.
Henry Lane Wilson, American amEmployer
Not afraid of early
bassador, was recalled to Washington,
hours, I suppose?
4Wa. wilier rjccrt. ft,AUU;W,mn flown.
iv
DitlPU
tlAI tlJLnUn BstUOlLS H XM.ta.OA, Sal
Myrieg., Cat.
O'Shaughnessy, charge
Young Man You can't close toe sad Nelson
d'affaires, was left In charge of Amerearly for me, sir. Answers.
ican Interests in Mexico.
CHANGE,
REJECTS PEACE EFFORT.
SOOD
to Postum.
Early in August it became known
that President Wilson Intended to
The large army of persons who send John Und, former governor of
That's Whv You're Tired Out el Sorts
have found relief from many chronic Minnesota, to Mexico as his personal
Have tic Appetite.
aliments by changing from coffee to representative in an endeavor to arCARTER'S LITTLE ..aáaaaaai
J9 B
Postum as a dally beverage. Is grow- range a basis for the republic's peace
LIVER PILLS
day.
Huerta announced that he would not
carters! ingIt each
will put you right
Is only a simple question of try- tolerate foreign Interference.
in a lew aays. .aaaaaaaWlWii iLt
ing It for oneself In order to know
Nevertheless Mr. Llnd delivered his
They d
the Joy of returning health as realized note from President Wilson.
their duty.
by an ills, young lady. She writes:
Cure Con- Huerta rejected all proposals made
"I had been a coffee drinker nearly by the American government, chief
Headache
Sick
and
Indigestion
Biliousness,
all my life and It affected my stomach of which were the suggestions ' that
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSK. SMALL nUUL
caused Insomnia and I was seldom he resign and not be a candidate elecI had heard tion day.
without a headache.
Genuine must bear Signature
about Postum and how , beneficial It
Relations between Mexico and the
was, so concluded to quit coffee and United States became acute. President
try it.
Wilson proclaimed his policy In an ad- "I was deUghted with the change
before congress to which was
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
I can now sleep well and seldom evei
the correspondence between
Uío
cc
If you feal 'out ol it art' 'mvm uuwm'
kt uli
Mr. Land and the Huerta administra
from EiimCT. BLaD. HCCVOUii UltCaSCsS. have headache. My stomach has got
inhu
CMHUMIO
WI.KNSU, ULCCJW. HIV KCIIITIOM, FILM
cuica t. koOf (a ten strong and I can eat without auf
writo for FRKB cloth
iha dlMMCc a ud wocDcmrcL cvkcs affuutodno.by faring afterwards. I think my whoU
HUERTA ARRESTE DEPUTIES.
. for system greatly benefited by Postum.
Huerta was attacked In the Mexican
I
"My brother aiso suffered from senate October 6 by Senator Domínfor roi urnr ellmeel. ilreoluuly FRgg.
Iti. reruedj
Da.
LsCLpao
NeoblttfetlpuM.
follow up' circular.
I.OMUOK,
stomach trouble while he drank cof- guez, who had the hardihood to speak
CO.. HVKKTx'C RU.. biiMTIil-wax to raora jasamos wnj. ovas too.
fee, but now, since using Postum, h
what was in the minds of himself and
Domínguez
feels so much better he would not go some of his colleagues.
SURELY PREVEMiu
LOSSES
bj Certer'i Sleek lee Pilla. lam- - back to coffee for anything."
disappeared.
BLACK priced.
vy
hak. reuerre; pmnw
Name given by Postum Co., I'attlt
ralam raaataarai sanawai taav m
The chamber of deputies adopted a
eeelaee fait. Creek,
tMt sere olh.r
Mich.
Read "The Road to resolution calling tor aa Investigation.
Writ, for booklet and terrUmiruUlv.
skie. BlaAlts Pilla l.no
Wellvllle," In pkgs.
Te this Huerta's reply was dramatic
ekae. SleeUee Pille 4.00
postum comes In two forma:
TTm hur Injector, but Cutter. bMt.
aad swift. He marched a column of
or.r IE
The saperlurlty of Cutter product U dut to only.
Regular Postum must be wel troepe to the deputies' chamber,
nn of iwUH'Im. In naltrn arid imu
boiled 15o and IBo packages.
seised 110 of them and threw them
Instant Postum la a soluble pow- lato prison.
Through Mr. O'Shaughnessy the
DAISY FLY KILLER tiZLl SJ'ÍST. Ill der. A teaspoonful dissolves qulcklj
oiaaa,
In a cup of hot water and. with United States mads representations
Jin.
oamtmiai, nor,terueut,
eSeep.
telle allof cream and sugar, makes a dellcloui against violence to the Imprisoned
leeeeea. (Sad.or Up
beverage Instantly SOe and 60c Uns deputies
Irnefcr.1, eaateplll
will not .oil or
The cost per cup of both kinds it
In the election campaign certain
ItDjsr aaytnlag. about '.he sama
close to the dictator worked
I Uurulwd eaeoii...
All dealers or.aaai
"There's a Reason'' for Postum.
tor his return to the presidency, with
eee pala fur ru.oe.
old by Grocers Oeaeral Klanquet M Ms running mate.
sQHsas, i BeEei A., akir, a. t.
Fr&n-eiso-
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Throw Away
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Your Liver

Is Clogged Up
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the United States.

door antennae I continually hear the
Arlington (Va.) naval station when it
sends out the correct time signals at
11:56 a. m and at 9:BS p. m.; also
the weather reports, Brooklyn navy
yard; New London, Conn.; Cape Cod
sad others, Including amateur stations
too numerous to mention.
good apparatus.
"I have an
Fighting continued at Tamplco and
many other centers. Torreón soon I hold a station license and an operator's license, both issued by the
was taken by the constitutionalists.
My oflV
United States government.
RAISES EMBARGO ON ARMS.
An embargo placed on the exporta- olal call is 2 V U."
tion of arms from the United States to
Mexico was raised early in February
RASH ON FACE SPREAD
of the present year.
A large number of American troops
Qranton, Wis. "My sister had' a
were concentrated on the border, and very bad, deep, wet, running sore on
the American fleet In Mexican waters the side of her face and It ran up to
was strengthened.
her ear. It commenced with a small
The constitutionalists advanced on blotch of pimples which turned Into
The former a kind of rash and spread rapidly. It
Torreón and Monterey.
place was captured early In April.
Itched and looked red and sore for
Then came the departure of Mr. some time and slightly swelled. A
Llnd from Vera Cruz and the arrest thin fluid dripped and ran from the
of a party of American bluejackets at sores which looked like water. Then
Tamplco, for which an apology and the swelling would go down and it
salute were demanded by the United would keep on spreading. It bothered
her during sleep and she would be
States and refused by Huerta.
restless. It was a kind of eczema.
AMERICANS TAKE VERA CRUZ.
"She treated for some time and It
April 21 American bluejackets and
marines were landed at Vera Cruz In did not help her. It kept spreading
consequence of the reported arrival of larger and deeper. Having always
a large consignment of arme and am- used Cutlcura Soap we told her to try
munition for Huerta. A number of It so she got some Cutlcura Soap and
Americans were killed In the street Ointment and used them. It was two
fighting.
The Mexicans retired and months when It was gone." (Signed)
destroyed a portion of the railroad Miss Emma Retzloff, Apr. 7, 1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
and the Americans held the port
Shortly after a mediation proposal throughout the world. Sample of each
from Argentina. Brazil and Chile was free.wlth 82-- Skin Book. Address postaccepted. A conference ensued at Ni- card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
agara Falls.
Responsibilities.
In the Interval American troops re"Didn't you ask me why I paid rent
lieved the bluejackets at Vera Cruz.
These have since remained in occupa- instead of owning my" own home?"
asked Mr. Crosslots.
tion of the port.
"I made that inquiry," replied the
Tamplco and Zacatecas fell Into the
constitutionalists' hands and the vic- real estate man.
"Well, I'll tell you. When the roof
torious armies continued their march
on Mexico City, where rumors were Id leaks or a shutter drops off It's
circulation for many weeks of the res- mighty handy to be able to ask your
wife not to bother you, but to go and
ignation of Huerta.
With Huerta's retirement the con- tell her troubles to the landlord."
stitutionalists feel that their revolution has virtually triumphed. They rOPIi OWN DRUGGIST WTXI. TKLI, TOO
Tnr Mnrlna
St ItamadT for Rod. Wuk , nalarr
.,
nn.nnln.ui M..1ln.. KI..
.In..
turned against him the moment he U
Writ
fur Book of no Ky.
H.e (Vmfurt
overthrew Madero, the constitutional Ju.t
of mail freo. Miirlou Hya BaniMtf Cu., Chicago.
president of Mexico, in February, 1912,
An old bachelor says that there are
and have waged war with unrelenting
no marriages in heaven because there
vigor ever since.
must be some way to distinguish it
U. a TROOPS REMAIN IDLE.
The prospect of an early solution of from the other place.
the Mexican problem gave both presiDon't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
dent Wilson and Secretary Bryan
Makes beautiful white clothes.
much Joy, naturally. American forces Bag Blue.
At
all good rocera. Adv.
will not be withdrawn from Veía Cruz
nntil a stable government has been esDon't despise an humble beginning.
tablished In Mexloo City and recogni- To master tho violin it is necessary to
govnew
has
tion
been accorded the
play second fiddle first.

The constitutionalists grew stronger
and continued tholr advance to the
south.
They captured Victoria, ( Ml
huhua, Juarez and Tuliacan.
The situation became so critical
that Great Britain. Germany, Francs,
Spain and Japan ordered warships to,
Mexican waters.

d

THOUGHT SHE
COULD NOT LIVE
Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pmkham'g Vegetable
Compound.
TJnlonville, Mo. "I suffered from a
female trouble and I got so weak that 1
could hardly walk
across the floor without holding on to
something. I had
nervous spells and
my fingers would
cramp and my face
would draw, and I
could not speak, nor
sleep to do any good,
had no appetite, and
everyone thought I

would not live.

Some one advised me to take Lydia EL
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I had
taken so much medicine and my doctor
said he could do me no good so I told my
husband he might get me a bottle end I
would try it. By the time I had taken
it I felt better. I continued its use, and
now I am well and strong.
"I have always recommended your
medicine ever since I wss so wonderfully benefitted by it and I hope this
letter will be the means of saving soma
other poor woman from suffering."
Mrs. Martha Seavet, Box 1144,
..jiaajiiBjasalis.il a u
Unionville, Missouri.
Ths nvakers of Lydia R Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound have thousands of
such letters ss that above
they tell
the . ith. else they could not have been
obtained for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
it has stood the

test for years.

If there are any complications yoa

do not understand write te Lydia B.
Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential)
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman and

held In strict confidence

Scene: The Woodshed.
She Tell me of your early struggles.
He There's not much to tell. Ths

harder

I

struggled, the more the

Nothing Like Being Careful.
"Shall I pump up the tires, sir?"
"Wait until we get out Into ths
country, Jacques. I heard a doctoi
say that the air around here is very
impure."

Women's Times of Danger
Women suffer a great deal from kidney
diseases. Their Indoor life, tight olothlng
and trying work all tend to weaken ths
kidneys. Woman's life also lnoludes times
of danger that are apt to leave the kidneys
weak and to start attacks of backache,
urinary ills.
Prompt treatment, however will avert
the danger of dropsy, gravel, or fatal
Brlght's disease.
Take Doan's Kidney Fills, the beat
reoommeuded, special kidney remedy.
Doan's are used successfully throughout
tho olvUlted world have brought new life
and new strength to thousands of tlrcl.
"tnnr platan aisoouraged womon.
TU Starr"
A

i

The feeling is general, however, that
If Carranza gives guarantees to political offenders as well as the people
generally recognition will be promptly extended by the United States and
other nations of Central and South
America, as well as Europe.
LAWYER

IN

PLACE OF POWER

For ths First Tims
Republic

In

History

Hsa s Civilian
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DOAN'S
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CO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTEK-MUJBUR-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

30-19-14.

.ASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

City.

Si

ANetfelable Preparation for As
similatiirg (he Food and Regula,
ling Hi.' Stomachs and Bowels ot'

Bears the
Signature

Promoles Digetton,Cheerful-nessanítest Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral

Not
Ary

When General Porfirio Días determined In 1911 to treat with the Madero revolutionists, Bsnor Carbajal pro-

ceeded to Juarez as bis commissioner.
Senor Carbajal has reputation for
possessing considerable Intellectual
force and Independence of character
His demeanor is quiet He shuns ths
exuberance In verbiage sad gesticuare
lation to whloh
prona He Is courteous, but a rasa
of few words and little given to elaborate compliments.
he Is neat and wan
Besides,
groomed In spfesrsnna His features
Indicate pure Buropean descent, without any admixture of Indian blood.
Altogether he Is a man who conveys en Impression of reserve power.
He la a good man of business.
Bis probity has never bean questioned.
Ha has been sagacious and
socoa-sfri- l
la Investments and, While
not rich. Is a mam of independent
Be is a nasa of Omar.

Gat Doen'e at Any Star.

Always Bought

Francisco Carbajal
years old, a native of
Is forty-fou- r
the state of Campeche, and a lawyer.
Almost ever since the start of his
career he has occupied posts In the
Judiciary.
In the Madero administration he was a senator, but relinthe suquished his post to
preme court, of which he was chief
Justice at the time General Huerta appointed him minister of foreign relations.
Mexico

"la-- 51

Colorado Case

Mra A. SL McKanaU. IMS
Dalfany hi., TJenvur, Colo.,
saya: "If It weren't for
Doan'a Kidney Pills. I don't
believe I would be alive today. I was In agony with
kidney complaint and doctore' medicine didn't help
My
was
me.
abdomen
bloated and I had almost .
given up hopa of getting-wellAa aoon aa I usad
Doan'a Kidney Pills. I fait
batter and oontlnuad usaX
rid me of the suffering.
can't be too grateful."
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Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions. Feveriah-nes- s
A perfect

L,tln-America-
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and LOSS OF SLEEP
FacSiraik Signature
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The Centaur Company.
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guaranteed uriitérlhei Foodsaj
Exact Copy of Wrapper

Use
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AND PERSONAL

LOCAL

NEWS

ITEMS

LAIL
High grade dentistry is my proAll branches of the dental art
fession.
All work guaranteed. Dr.
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.

Locke.
Henry Springer attended to
busineis at Koehler,
"

I
Mr. H. E. Brennan

is visiting
with friends in Maxwell a few days
this week.

Weber's Bakery

SUPPLY

Mrs. Crooks and children went
to Dawson, Tuesday, where they
will be the guests of Mrs. Secord a

COMPANY

fortnight.
Mrs. Walter Secord and son re
turned to their borne in Dawson
after a few days visit with triends

Cbas. Springer is spending the in this city.
week in Denver attending to im-

Bakers' Goods and

WE SELL

portant business matters.
Owing to the inclement weather
Sunday the ball game between the
Meals at all hours are served at local team and Loretto was post
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
poned until some future day.

Confectioners

All Kindt of Farming Implements

Miss Mildred Chandler went to
Swastika coal, the most heat for
Dawson, Wednesday to be the vour money, sold by J. W. Swear- guest of friends a few days.
ingen.

Wagons
Buggies

Rooms suitable (or light house
keeping for rent at the Antlers.

Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Franken
burger were passengers to Tiini
dad, Tuesday, for a few days visit
Raton spent with friends.

Streicher of
Sunday on Jus farm at the Uracca
Ranch, and enjoying a pleasant
outing.
Dr.

Heavy rains visited this section
the first of the week accompanied
by a quantity of hail. Little damage was done to crops.

do, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware
The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, do

At the Model Grocery cream 40c ing for it
per qt., and buttermilk 5c a quart.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Torna-

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

f

Jas. K. Hunt spent Monday in
Cimarron looking after his business
interests. He departed that even
ing for the Aztec Mine to look aftei
the mining interests.

Miss Bessie Lodge departed on
Mrs. C. B. Kohlhausen departed
Monday for Watrous for a several for her home in Raton, Tuesday,
weeks visit with friends and
aftei a briel visit on the Chase
Ranch. Mrs. Stanley Chase ac
companied her for a social visit of
Patronize home industry and a few days.
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.
Last week the News bad a new
concrete foundation constructed un

press
der its large
This was necessitated by the grow
ing demand of high class color
plate printing.
Miss Amie Swearingen is enter
taining a number of her triends
this afternoon in honor of ber 10th
birthday anniversary. Ice cream
and cake constitute the refresh
ments.
The treating plant has not been
in operation the past ten days ow
ing to the shortage of ties. The
demand for untreated ties has ex
hausted the supply on hand, and
the lumber company hopes to re
sume treating operations within the
next few days.

H. L. Pratt returned to Red
River the first of the week follow
ing a visit on business in Trinidad
a few days. The Caribel Mine s
being extensively improved and
operations will again be resumed
the coming fall. The mill will be
of amuch larger capacity when the
alterations are completed.

LIBERTY AND SERVICE
On July 4tb, 1776, the ringing of the Liberty Bell announced to the world the birth
of a new

the Spirit of Liberty has

been the keynote of the Republic's progress.

Just as the Republic is founded on the Spirit
and guided by a Spirit of Service.

of

Liberty, the Bell System

That Spirit of Service has made the Bell System one
ful corporations in the country.

of

is

Rev. McCann of Bridgewater,
Va., who was on bis way borne
from California, stopped for two
days visit with Mr. and Mrs. Mike-selast week.

ll

foster-e-

the largest and most

d

use-

Mr. Lapp after a several days
visit with his brother George Lapp
left for his home at Grand Junction, Colo.

The telephone, a plaything of thirty years ago, has kept pace with the nation's
growth until today tbeie are 8,500,000 iu daily use.
In the seven mountain states operated by your telephone company, there are
telephones giving daily service.

322,-58- 2

Mr. Plowman of Colorado was a
valley visitor Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Allen with

the Misses Pearson, Meeks, Metz-ge- r
and Messrs. Metzger and Burk-haenioyed camp life last week on
the Gonzalitis Mesa among the

rt

Private enterprise guided by a Spirit of Service with a Liberty
this development possible.

of effort, has made

There are more telephones giving better service in the United States, than iu any
country in the world

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

pine.
McDivitt, daughter and
grandson, arrived from Indiana,
Sunday. Mr. McDivitt bought the
Wilson sawmill last spring where
they will make their home. Mr.
and Mrs. McDivitt are the parents
of our storekeeper Mrs. G. H.
Kronmiller.
Mrs.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd afneundeieeni Oil JLamp

mf

tht Kericil

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
g No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, (S
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
as Electric, Uses Less Oil
SGood-a-LigOld Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS. Distributor

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
Pork

Miami Locals

nation.

In the century and a ball that has passed since that day,

,

Beef
Mutton

Lamb

Salt Pork

Sugar Cured Ham
Sausages Fruits Vegetables

ICE

Deliveries made to all parts of the

town on short notice. Honest weight
and courteous treatment

Cimarron Meat Market

